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"Ein Zeichen sind wir, deutunglos"
- Holderlin "Mnemosyne" [1803], Zweite
Fassung (1951 :195)
"The heart has its reason of which the reason knows nothing . .. "
-Pascal, Pensee 477 (1961:164)
" .. . the unpronounceable heart of speech"
-Pete Spence (1988:5)
"It is admittedly tempting to suppose that there must be some limit

to the degree of repugnancy that is admissible in literature; and
certainly there is a point beyond which language can only tum into
nonsense. But then nonsense can be literature too, and sometimes
is-a warning that, if there is a limit to be placed, it may be worth
insisting that it should be placed at some remote point."
-George Watson (1969:75)
"Nam neponyatnoe priyatno, neob"yasnimoe nam drug"
[For us the incomprehensible is pleasant, the inexplicable our friend]
-Aleksandr Vvedensky (1980:128)
"Nonsense explores the interaction of pattern and freedom, as a
theme about both life and art."
-Wendy Steiner (1982:132)
"All verbal structures with meaning are verbal imitations of that
elusive psychological and physiological process known as thought, a
process stumbling through emotional entanglements, sudden
irrational convictions, involuntary gleam.S of insight, rationalized
prejudices, and blocks of panic and inertia, finally to reach a completely incommunicable intuition."
-Northrop Frye (1957:83)
·'

" What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence."
-Ludwig Wittgenstein, [1921] (1974:74)
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Dedication:

To all who work
to keep human nature indeterminate
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PREFACE

As one who cannot pass by a superscript for a note without want
ing to know what it says and who at the same time resents the inter
ruption if it is merely to give a page reference, I have chosen the paren
thetical method for ci tations, keeping the notes to a minimum. Refer
ences to the bibliography will be made in the body of the text by au
thor, date, and page, e.g., (B ely 1910:232). Brackets will be used to en
close titles and dates which are not meant as references to the bibliog
raphy. They will also be used to indicate archival sources not listed in
the bibliography, e.g., [RGALI 1334-1-25] is Rossiisky Gosudarstvenny.1r
Arkhiv Literatury i Iskusstva Fond 1334 Op. 1 ed./ delo 25; IRLI=Institut
russkoy literatury i iskusstva (Pushkinsky dom). They will also be used
to enclose translations of words or phrases given first in Russian or the
original Russian of words or phrases given first in translation, e.g.,
mysl' [thought], significance [znachenie]. Finally, brackets will be used
to indicate my interpolations in a quotation, usually to give the origi
nal Russian of some word, and will be placed around three dots to
indicate that this is my ellipsis and is not the punctuation of the origi
nal.
All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. Since the book
is aimed at an English-speaking audience, reference will be made wher
ever possible to sources available in English translation. If the refer�
ence is to a source in English transla tion, then the translation is from
there.
Unless otherwise indicated, italics and o ther forms of emphasis in
quotations are given as in the quoted source.
Transliteration: A modified form of the Libra ry of Congress will
be used (exceptions: ia=ya, iu=yu;' omitted in proper nouns in the text
but retained in the bibliography and transliterated quotations; i
[i-kratkoe]=y; -skii = sky; -yy will be contracted to -y; c will be rendered
as yo, but after sibilants) .
·

i

xi

·'

INTRODUCTION:
DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND
ZAUM: A DEFINITION

Zaum' (pronounced: ZA-oom, i.e., in two syllables) is a Russian Futur
ist neo l ogism used to describe words or lang uage whose meaning is

[neopredelennoe] or indeterminate. Zaum' is arguably the
most p rominen t, unique feature of Russian literary Futurism, a feature
which distinguishes it even from Italian Futurism, and it is easil y its
most provocative feature, the val ue and purpose of which was and
still is much disputed and much doubted. The term has been variously
translated as "trans-mental," "transrational," "trans-sense,"
"mctalogical," or nonsense" language. Perh a ps the cleverest and best.
rendering is Paul Schmidt's "beyonsense" (Khlebnikov 1985:113). The
basic root of the word , um, is a noun that means 11 mind, wit, intellect"
and is the Russian word that would be used in such phrases as "a man
of great intellect," "in one's right mind," "to lose one's mind," "to be at
wit's end." It refers to the locus of normal mental activity of a rational,

"indefinite"
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logical sort.

The adjective from the noun (umny)

means "intelligent,

witty." In a prefixed form, razum, it means "reason, logic, intellect."

However, the addition, instead, of the prefix za- introd uccs an element

of uncertainty. This prefix has been characterized as" among the most
productive and versatile of Russian p refix es, and it has the wid est se
mantic role" (Mickiewicz 1984:374). Readers wanting an exhaustive

survey of its usage can consult Mickiewicz's fine study, but my p resent
'
purpose is to define the word zaum for English-speaking readers so I
can u.se it as a term hereafter. When attached to a noun, za- is roughly
equivalent to the Latin prefix trans-; hence Zamoskvorech'e is the dis
trict of M oscow "beyond the Moscow River," that is, on the opposite
side of the riv er from the K remlin and the center of the city. Thus in a
topographical s ense it means "beyond, on th e other side of," and by
extension "outside of" or "beyond the bounds of." It is a matter of
escaping from or going beyond the limits of a ·tocale, in this case of
something like ratio na l, intelligible discourse. At the same time, the
negativ e connotations of" nonsense" are avoided in the Russian, which
i
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also has at its dispo sal neurnny [no t intelligent, s tu pid ] and bezurnny
[ mad, insane] . Za- has a rather clear-cu t geograph i cal denotati on, de
spit e Beauj ou r' s contention that "it is al most impossible to speci fy which
of the many s en s es of the p re fix za must be understood in zaurn"
(1972:13). Rather, the u n certa i nty enters wh en the prefix is combined
not with a p recise topographical des igna tion but instead with an ab
stract n otion like mind or reason, the boundaries of which are un c lea r
and open to di s put e . Mickiewicz a p t ly characterizes the root urn as
"hi gh l y a cco mmo da ting to diverse sema n t ic in p u t" (1984:370). H ow
ever, to this must be ad ded the observation that in numerous Russian
ex pressions the word urn i s used in ways that suggest a more concrete
sense of pl ace than is pe rhaps the case in English. For i nstance, to "lose
one's mind" or to "go crazy, go i nsane" or, in a closer equivalent, to
"go out of your mind" in Ru ssian is "soyti curna," l i te r ally to " ste p (or
go) down from one's mind," as if it were an elevated p lace such as a
platform or throne that one could d escen d from. Beaujour (:13) notes a
possi bl e o ri gin of the c oinage in the ex p re ssi on "urn zarazurn zashol"
(literally: " the mind went bey ond (or behind) reas on, " that is," to be at
wit's end") . It is interesting that here the mind and reason a re not
equated, and the mi nd can mov e around, behind, and outside reason.
At first the t erm was used in its adjectival fo r m to modify the noun
languag e : zaUrnny yazYk [1913], but l a te r the coina ge zaurn' was a r
rived at (Kruchonykh 1916a:25). In ad dition to the two components
a lready discussed, this noun involved substantivization by the addi
tion of final palatalization ['] . M ickiewicz defines this pa la tali zati on,
which he refers to as a jer, as follows: "By maki ng a second noun from
the same root, the jer a cts as a generalizing, abstract, nominalizing,
evaluative a gent wit h a st rong predicative conno ta tion (urn > urn')"
(:373). By "predicative connotation" I ass ume he means that urn' is a
prod u ct of urn, i .e., that urn is the agent and urn' th e result. He identi
fi e s a series o f folk co i na ge s with pre fix za- added to an unstressed,
monosyllabic roo t, to which palatalization of the final consonant is
add e d to form a feminine n o un (zaval' [rubbish], zavist' [envy], zavod'
[backwater], zakip' [boilin g p oint], etc.) and concludes:
We have someth in g of a stylization here: a very complex concept, sig
nalled by a truncated adjective and by a vestige of another term (jazyk),
p ose s as a harmless, simple colloquialism. Etymologically, our neologism
differs from the above group in that its "root" is a truncation of an adjec
tive (zaumnyj) and is not based, as usually, on a verb or, as sometimes, on
a noun. (:373)
Although Mickiewicz does not take note

of it, this difference (whether
prefi xes a no u n, adjective or verb) makes a diffe ren ce in the mean
ing of the prefix itself. Za- when p r e fixin g a v erb, as it does in mos t of
za-
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the folk coinages, can mean be ginn ing of the action" or, with a verb
of motion, ''brief entrance into an area." These additional meanings of
za- are weak or absent in nominal prefixat ions, but they become reacti
vated in the form zaum' by the p rep onde ranc e of verbal derivations in
analogous folk coinages, thus introducing not only an element of folk
stylization, but also an additional element of semantic uncertainty or
polyvalency, albeit a weak one. Mickiewicz notes one other interest
ing result of the addition of the "jer" to zaum': it produces a shift of
stress from the main root urn to the p refix za-. "This accentological shift
transfers the attention from the basic morpheme or the main carrier of
the lexical meaning to what was formerly the secondary morpheme
and now governs the semantic unit," in the process " shortening the u
vowel (:381), thus strengthe nin g the element of "be yond vis-a-vis
the element of " mind."
Since zaum' is a succinct, specific term, and none of the possible
Engl i sh translations is either succinct or wholly satisfactory, I have
de cided to use the Russian word itself throughout. However, since
the a postro phe indicating final palatalizat ion is meaningless to a reader
who does not know R u ssi an and potentially conf using, it will be
dro pped hereafter, as will the ita l ics. I will also use one further exten
sion of the te rm zau mnik (plu ral : zaumn iks), to refe r to pract itioners
of zaum .
The o r ig in of zaum as a self-conscious phenomenon is easy to pi n
poi nt : Kruchonykh' s poem "Dyr bul shchyl (Pomada, 1913). The only
e quivo ca tio n m ight be on whether some of Khlebnikov's earlier ex
p eriments are to be classified as zaum, in which case, de pending on
which poem or form one chose, the date might be put as early as 1906-08
(see Ch. 5).
Why write about zaum? On one hand, it was part of a major trend
in all the arts of the first decade of the century back to" the basics," that
is, a re -exami nation of the fundamental princi ples of each art form and
of art forms in general. In that respect, zaum can be and has been con
sidered an equivalent in language to abstractionism, and a zaum poem
by Kruchonykh an equivalent to Malevi ch' s "Black Square . In addi
tion, zaum can be said to exist at the limits of lan g uage, and therefore
an examination of it is one way of gettin g at the roots (and l imits) of
human language itself. This will become clearer subsequently. What
might seem to be a minor episode in Russian avant-garde poetry has
very broad implications and a historical scope that ranges from Plato
to current theories of language and literature (e.g., Deconstructionism).
This s tud y will begin with a survey of ideas and discussions in the
Russian context that might be taken as leading to zau m. A detailed
history o f zaum pra ct i ce and th eory i n its lea d i n g practitioners will
form the main part of the book. Finally, a c h11pte r s u rveyin g the dis
cu ssi on of zaum in the 1920s after it ceased to be an active phenom"

"

"

,

- •

"

"

•
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and

a

discu ssion
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of later developments and conclusions,

will

roun d the stu d y out. Ov erriding these is an obvious chronological-his

torical d esign . My in ten t ion is to

cover the

wo rk of all the zaumniks,

with maj o r focus on the work of Kruchonykh and b riefer treatments of

Khlebn iko v and of lesser figures s uch as Zdanevich, Tufanov, Alyagro v,
zaum works writ
ten by av an t -garde paint ers such as Rozanova, Malevich, Ste pan ov a ,
Filonov, and Boris Ender. A few zaumniks have al re ad y received some
study, e.g. Terentev (Sigov 1 987; Bogomolov 1990), Zdanevich Ga nece k
1982; J a necek/Rigg s 1987), and Tufanov (Nikolskaya 1987). Numer
ous stu di es have alrea d y dealt w i th zaum in Khleb nik o v to some ex
t en t . It has been convincingly arg u e d that, while u sing the sa me ter m,
zaumny yazyk, Khlebnikov did not intend to cr eate an in dete rminate
la ng u ag e (Brik 1975:229; Lonnqvist 1987; Grigor ev 1986:241; Solivetti
1988; Dougl as 1987:166 ff.; et al.) as Kruchonykh clearly did, and the re
fo re by our definition he is not a true zaumnik; however, his influence
on the process of its development in Kruchonykh would seem to have
been great and we cannot avoid con sideri ng him, if only for compari
son purpos es (see Ch. 5). On the other hand, certain other poets such
as Ka mensky, Aseev, A. N. Chicheri n, and Petnikov, characterized as
zaumniks by some because they e mp l oy n eo log i sms and are to vary
ing degrees difficult to comprehend, neither write zau m by our d e fini 
tion nor contribute any th ing original to its histo ry and are th e refo re
not studied here. I would als o like to point out the exi s te nc e of fou r
article-length surveys of zau m, two in German (Zie gler 1984, 1990) and
t wo in Italian (Marzaduri 1983a, Lanne 1983), and Lawton's encyclo
pedia a rti cle (1985).
The reader should not expect to find d efini ti ve or perha ps eyen
defi n ite interpretations of po e ms here no r e xpressio ns of dissatisfac
tion from this writer f o r his failure to fi n d unequivocal solutions to
interpretive p uzzles provi d ed by zaum poe ms . The arrival at such solu
tion s i mmedi a tely p laces the given works outside the realm of zaum
and th erefor e o n the periph e ry of this book. I in s tea d will be advanc
in g the view that ind e te r mi nacy of meaning in the given texts -and by
implication in other texts as well - is a p o si ti v e feature. If one has the
firm conviction that cla r i ty and mono va l ency of meaning are the only
proper go a l of l a ng u a ge, th en one can expect to find my book and its
arg u men ts misguided. Howeve r, I would hope that many re a ders have
an ope n mind on this subj ec t and would be willing to entertain the
notion that inde terminacy in human affairs has a value worth consid
ering.
In an earlier article (1 986), I proposed a sy stem of classificat io n for
types of zaum a s a tool for c ri tic al analysi s . Since I hav e used it as a
desc riptive means in this s tud y, let me outline i t in b rief agai n here.
The basic p ri nci p l e is that dislocations [sdvigi] that produce indetermi-

Gnedov, Terentev, Bolshakov, Lotov, and even the
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nacy can occ u r on a va ri ety of ling uist ic levels, rang ing from the p ho
netic to various aspects of semantic constru ct ion . D i slocations produc

ing e ffects most characteristic of zaum occur mainly on the level of
phonemes, mo rp hemes, and syntax. Hence,

what we will refer

to as

"phonetic zaum" is a situa tion in which l e tte rs are presented in combi

nations that do not form recognizable morp heme s. " Morpholo gic al
zaum" us es rec o gn izabl e morphemes (roots, pr efixe s, su ffixes) in new

co mbinations wher e the res u lta nt coina ge is to s ome si gnifi can t extent

indeterminate in mea n i n g . Of course, so me ne w coinages can be per

fectly clear and easily understood, and these wou ld not qualify as zaum.
Fin ally,

"

syn tact i c

zaum" res ul ts when each word in a passa ge is a

be
tween the words are g ramma tically incorrect, shifted, or garbled. Sub
ject and verb, or an adj ective and the noun it p r esumably modifies,
may n ot agree; case re l at ions hips may be dis to rt ed; division into
ph rases, clauses, and sente nces may be uncertain, perhaps because nec
essary punctuat io n has been omitted. The se ty pes , thoug h t hey rarely
occur in pure form, are basic to our study and will be ex e mplifi ed and
discussed in de tail . When we move beyond these linguistic units into
a reas where sema n tic s p l ays an in c rea s in g role, however, we add to
the pi cture i mporta nt considerations of ex ternal reference. Such phe
nomena as absurd ity , p a ro dy, humo r, automatic writi ng, surrealism,,.
stylistic impropriety, and so on, may well have si gnificant elements of
inde te rmina cy in them, but they involve complex j udg men ts based on
a view of reality rather than on straightforward l ingu i s tic standards
and our system ca nnot be s ucce ssfully extended to cover them, tho ugh
the general t erm " su prasy ntactic zaum" is su ggested as a collective
label for these. Indeed, the precise mix of dislocations in any giverr
zaum text is us ually compl ex and multi-leveled, and often it extends
s tand a rd word in a standard form, but the sy ntact ic relationships

beyond the types defined. The propos e d classification is mer e ly a co n

venient way to characterize some of the devices present in a zaum text
as a basis for further discussion.

VIKTOR SHKLOVSKY: ON

POETRY AND TRANSRATIONAL LAN

GUAGE.

An e xcelle nt place to be gin a disc uss ion of the roots of zaum is
Viktor Shklovsky' s article "On Poetry and Trans-s ense Lang uage"
(1916; 1919a; 1990:45-58; Eng. trans.1985), which lay s out what an edu

cated Russian interested in the phenomen on would identify as its likely

sources at the ti me of its inc eption. The a rt icl e was beg u n in 1913 in
immediate reaction to Kruchonykh' s " Declarat ion of the Word as Such,"
_

and its first variant, titled "On zaum langua ge, " bore the inscri pti on :
"I d e dicate this to the first i nv estiga tor of thi s question, the poet Alek sey

Kruchonykh. The stone rejected by the b uilders h as become the cor•
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nerstone" (1990:488). Althou gh his survey is brief, not exhaustive, and
rife with technical errors (see notes to 1985, 1990), it nevertheless pro
vides us with a useful outline for an exploration of those sources. Along
the way, we will also consider some additional factors not covered by
Shklovsky .
From time immemorial, language-using humans have probably
sensed the gap between what they would like to express in words and
what they are able to express. This is doubtless due to the fact that
emotions and other kinds of complex experiences have a considerable
element of the non-verbal in them which is not just pre-verbal, but
inherently non-verbalizable. Indeed, the non-verbal arts exist precisely
to convey human experiences that exist outside the verbal realm. Thus
many writers, and especially poets, who must naturally be particu
larly sensitive to the so-called "musical" aspects of l an guage, have ex
pressed an acute awareness of this gap between what they "hear" in
their mind's ear and what they are able put into a corresponding poem.
Shklovsky's article therefore begins with a quotation from a poem by
Russia's great Romantic poet, M. Lermontov (1814-1841):
If at a marvelous special moment
In your long-mute soul you happen to discover
A yet unknown and virginal wellspring
Full of simple and sweet sounds,
Do not listen to them closely, nor give yourself to them,
But draw the veil of forgetfulness over them:
Through measured verse and icy words
You will never convey their meaning.
"Ne ver' sebe" [1839]

The idea contained in this excerpt has two aspects: 1) there are beauti
ful sounds arising in the soul of interest in themselves, and 2) it is dif
ficult or i mpossible to convey their "meaning" [znachenie] in words.
1) "A Wellspring of Sweet Sounds."
Many poets report that lyric inspiration first takes the form of va gue
sounds that are not yet recognizable words but have a certain rhythm
or sonic patterning. Shklovsky indirectly refers to Schiller's statement
made to Goethe: "With me the conception has at first no definite or
clear object; this comes later. A certain musical state of mind precedes
it, and this, in me, is only then followed by the poetic idea" [March 18,
1796] (Shklovsky 1985:18 n. 53; Schiller 1877:154) Shklovsky comments:
.
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In this I think that poets have fallen victim to a lack of precise terminol
ogy. There is no word for inner sound-language, and when one wants to
speak about it, the term "music" turns up as a description of certain sounds
which are not words; in this particular case not yet words, because they
eventually emerge in a wordlike manner. (:18)

What is translated as "sound-language" is the Russian neologism
zvukorech', which might alternately be translated " sound-speech," since
rech' focuses not on language as a system, but on its active production,
pronunciation, the process of emitting words (or, in this case, vocal
sounds) . Earlier in the article, Shklovsky ha d raised the question
whether speech sounds without definite meaning were expressive for
everyone or only selected individ uals, s u ch as poets (:5-6) . If
sound-language can act directly on the emotions "outside of or sepa
rately from meaning," on what could this be based? We should distin
guish two aspects to sound in language: 1) the auditory phenomenon,
and 2) the articulatory phenomenon.
There is only one reference (fasteven 1914:25)1 in the whole dis
cussion surrounding zaum to Cratylus, where Plato considers the na
ture of linguistic signs, their mode of representation, and the relation
ship between verbal sounds and meaning. Cratylus maintains that
names are "natural and not conventional" (Plato II1:41), Hermogenes
insists that they are purely conventional, while Socrates takes a middle
position, maintaining that language has both natural and conventional
elements. Socrates argues that language in its best and most effective
expression does, in naming, "show what each thing is like" (:85). In
this view, it is the kinesis of articulatory movements, rather than the
acoustic product, upon which the " meaning" of individual sounds is
based. Indeed, those sounds whose articulations are expressive in them
selves, notably most of the ones singled out by Plato (r, i, s, z, 1, g), are
the ones whose semantic interpretation tends to produce agreement
Ganecek 1985:174). Socrates therefore finds some objective basis for
Cratylus' position.
In tae Russian sphere, the first to speak about the emotional quali
ties of specific sounds seems to have been the great classic poet M. V.
Lomonosov (1711-1765) in his "Short Guide to Eloquence" [Kratkoe
rukovodstvo k krasnorechiyu, 1748), where he ascribes emotional quali
ties to the vowels and consonants. For example, the vowels e, i, jat' ,
and yu are suitable "for the depiction of tenderness, affection, sad or
small things," whereas o , u , and y are for " frightening and strong things:
anger, envy, fear and sadness" (1952:241; for a detailed consideration
of Lomonosov's use of sounds see Kjetsaa 1976).
The only statement by a Russian Symbolist that Shklovsky men
tions is by Vyacheslav Ivanov on Pushkin's "The Gypsies," in which
Ivanov discusses the prevalence
of the vowel u "now muffled and pen•
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sive, receding into the distant past, now colorful and wild, now sultry
and evocatively melancholy" (1909:148). As with Plato, Ivanov sees
imitation (mimesis) as " an indispensable ingredient of artistic creativ
ity" (:252) .
Bu t in fact Andrey Bely in his important and controversial book
Symbolism (Simvolizm, 1910a) also addresses issues relevant to poetic
language and zaum. In one of its articles, "The Magic of Words" [1909]
("Magiya slav" 1910a:429-48, 618-26; Eng. trans. Cassedy 1985:93-110),
Bely picks up where Ivanov left off on the matter of word creation. For
Bel y the word is a theurgical conjuring mechanism based on sound:
,

,

Sound is the objectivization of time and space. But every word is a sound
before it is anything else.The original victory of consciousness lies in the
creation of sound symbols. For in sound there is recreated a new world
within whose boundaries I feel myself to be the creator of reality. [ ...]By
calling the frightening sound of thunder grom [thunder], lam creating a
sound that imitates thunder (grrr). And by creating this sound, it is as if I
were beginning to recreate thunder itself. (Cassedy:94-95)

According to Bely, this method of word creation is preferable to more
rational procedures: "With a successfully created word I can p ene trate
far more deeply into the essence of phenomena than I can through the
process of analytical thought" (:95). At the same time, it opens new
vistas:
The goal of living communication is a striving toward the future. This is
why abstract words, when they become signs of communication, cause
communication between people to revert to something that has already
existed in the past. When we hear living, imaginal speech, on the other
hand, it kindles our imagination with the fire of new creations, that is,
with the fires of new word constructions.And a new word construction is
always the beginning of the acquisition of new acts of cognition. (:96-97).

A word bursting out of its previous usage is a sign of life, like a seed
bursting out of its hull, and this requires a certain violence, playful
ness, a "healthy barbarism" (:99), which, we might add, was character
istic of the Futurists, but not particularly of the Symbolists.
In a note to another article in Symbolism, "Lyric Poetry and Experi
ment" [1 90 9] ("Lirika i eksperiment" ;Cassedy:222-73), Bely remarks: "the
capacity to gain aesthetic enjoyment not only from the figurative im
age of the word but also from the very sound of the word independent
of its content is extremely developed in artists of the word" (Bely
1910a:578). He points to Knut Hamsun's novel Hunger, where the herp
imagines a girl with the name Ylayali and is haunted by the meaning
less word " kuboaa," an example also pointed out by Shklovsky
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that the word is attractive to the novel's

hero precisely because he can make it mean whatever he wants.

Bely

then refers to "the theory of a certain Frenchman" (unidentified) in

which the vowels refer to spiritual actions, the consonants (m,

l, v, f)
others (t, d, s) serve as connecti ng links b etw een
the two realms ( Bely 1 91 0a : 5 78). 2
Shklovsky quotes from an article by psychologist Dr. B. P. Kiterman,
"The Emotional Meaning of a Word" (" Emotsional' ny smysl slova," 1909).
Kite rman maintains that i n addition to a lo gi cal and ps ycholo gi c al
me an i n g, the word also has a "powerful" emotional factor to be con
sidered in it. He identifies three major sources of this emotional im
pact. The first is sound: "Sounds in themselves, sound combinations,
as phy s ical sound waves connected with phy siological acts, sometimes
serve as the elemen t determining the emotional impact of the word"
(:165). In this area there are three main modes. Some words are
onomatopoetic; that is, they attempt to duplicate natural sounds, and

refer to matter, and

their impact is dependent solely on their external form, their sound

composition. Following Wundt, Bourdon, and Kussmaul, }"le locates

another mode in articulation:" the imitativeness, the depictiveness of a
word is contained in the movements of the speech orga ns and in other
mimetic and pa ntomi m ic gestures accompanying the m" (:165). And

then there are " associations" connected with sound combinations (he
gives the exa mple from Bourdon that the sounds jaja and zaza are sug-'
gestive of tender nes s and affection to the French), but Kiterman points
out that such associations "are to a significant deg re e dependent for
their development on the sound forms themselves" (:166). Presum

ably, because words with the associated

meaning already have those
them, the relationship is therefore recipr o cal .
In the first area of emotional i mpa ct, Kiterman identifies two paths
of action: 1) sound sensations, a nd 2) the motor or kinetic i mpr ession s
that arise unde r the influence of the sound sensations, the relative im
pact of which wou ld be expected to differ depen ding on individual
nervous systems. Thus acoustic pro pe rties, oral a rtic ula tion, and emo
tional import are effec tively united. Kiterman maintains that speech
sounds are as much sounds as are musical tones and have a similar
capacity to p rod u ce a "ne u ro - ps ych ic respo n se . " In support of this, he
delves b ri e fly into sound-color sy n aes thes i a where, according to
Fechner, a =whi te, e=yellow, o=red, and i=black.3 The second major
factor in emotional i mpa ct are those associations that result from the
word's usage, that is, its contextual and stylistic references, such as the
diffe ring associations w ith kon' and loshad' (stallion, horse) . The third
factor is the emotional impact of the object or phenomenon referred to
by the given word.
Additional theoretical support in this area is mustered by
Shklovsky's reference to �au rice Grammont's book, Le vers francais,
sounds in
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ses moyens d'expression, son harmonie [2nd ed. 1913]. Shklovsky simply
says that the author "concluded that each sound evokes its specific
emotions or range of emotions"

(:7). Although Grammont richly illus

trates this point, we should not miss a note of circumspection that
Shklovsky does not repeat, though it was contained in the Russian trans
lation of Grammont's introduction which appeared in the same issue
of

Poetika: "In general, all sounds in a language, vowels and conso

nants, can take on expressive meaning only when the meaning of the
word in which they occur itself supports it; if the meaning of the word
in this regard docs not do so, then the sounds remain inexpressive"
(Grammont 1967:206-7; Poetika 1916:60).

Shklovsky filled his article with examples of situations where or

dinary people, as well as poets, respond to the sounds of words above
and beyond their meaning, even when the meaning itself is unknown
or unimportant to the person involved. He refers to Mr. Micawber's
"relish in [a] formal piling up of words" [Dickens, David Copperfield III,
Ch. 5 2] Satin in Gorky's The Lower Depths [Na dne [1902], Act I] comes
up with the neologism"sikambr" and other barbarisms to express his
.

disgust with" all human

words." The servant Valentin in Goncharov' s
The Servants of the Old Days [Siugi starogo veka [1888], I] collected in

comprehensible words of foreign origin and organized them accord
ing to sound instead of meaning (e.g constitution and prostitution,

numizmat and kastrat [numismatist and castrate]) without ever feeling
the need to know what they meant. Goncharov in the same work notes
that simple people are "moved to tears by holy books in Church
Slavonic although they understand nothing or only understand' other
words' like my Valentin," and that sailors would sit listening for hours
enraptured by similar readings as long as they were read sonorously.
Chckhov in "The Peasants" likewise describes old peasant women
being brought to tears by Church Slavonic words ashche

[if] and dondezhe

[until]. A merchant wife in Ostrovsky's play Bad Days [Tyazholye dni
[1863], Act II, Sc. 2) is frightened just by the sound of the words metal!

[metal] and zhupel [spook]. In The History of My Contemporary [Istoriya
moego sovremennika [1908], I, Ch. 20], Korolenko describes how a hi gh
school teacher of German whips himself and his class into an ecstasy
by having them rhythmically chant the declension of "der gelb-rote
Papagei."
Shklovsky also refers to poets fascinated by the sounds of words,
irrespective of their meaning. Vyazemsky

as a

child enjoyed going to

the wine cellar to read the euphonious names on the labels and par
ticularly liked the name Lacrima Christi. We have already quoted
Schiller to the effect that the lyric impulse usually came first in th e
form of inchoate sounds, of "sound patches not formed into words"
(Shklovsky

1985:16). Shklovsky describes the process of transforma

tion as follows:
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Sometimes th e patch approaches, sometimes it recedes, then finally it be
comes clear and coincides with a sonorous word. The poet does not de
cide to speak a " trans-sensible word"; usually the trans-sensibility con
ceals itself under the mask of some often-deceptive apparent content so
that poets themselves have to admit that they do not understand the con
tent of their own verses. (:1 6)

In addition to Schiller, Shklovsky somewhat obscurely identifies
Calderon, Byron, Blok, and Sully-Prudhomme with this idea (:16, see
n. 49), and we ca n easily add other Russian poets, such as Mandelstam
and Mayakovsky. He concludes his article with a prophecy by the Pol
ish Romantic p o e t Juli u s z Sfowacki (1809-1849) to the effect that poets
will one day write poetry o nly for the sake of the sounds (:24).
No ti ng that poets do not complain about mediating concepts or
images with words, Shklovsky points out: " they do complain about
the impossibility of mediating sensations and spiritual experi ences with
words. And not for nothing do they complain that they cannot me d i 
ate sounds with words" (:1 7).
2) "Muki slova" - The Trials ofa Poet. "Certain thoughts [mysli] with
out words languish in the poet's soul and cannot be adumbrated into
an image or a conc ep t " (Shklov sky 1985:3). There are assumed to be
non-verbal "thoughts" which cannot be converted into an adequate.
v er b a l s ign . This idea is echoed by other Russian poets besides
Lermontov, s u c h as V. Zhukovsky (1 7 8 3 - 1 8 52, " Nevyrazimoe
(Otryvok)" [1819]), A. Fet (1820-1892, "Kak moshki zaryoyu" [1844 ] ),
F. Ty u tchev (1803-1873, "Silentium" [1830)), and S. Nadson (1 8 62-1 887,
" Mily drug, ya znayu" [1882]). Nadson's lines about "suffering over
the word" from this la s t poem enter the d isc ussion as an epigraph and
title to an artic le by A. G. Gornfeld first published in 1899 ["Muki slova"] !
Gornfeld' s article focuses o n the reasons for these creative torments.
He asks: " Is what we have here a matter of inad equa cy of formal means
for embodying a ready thought [gotovoy mysli] - or does the i mpos s i
bility of finding a suitable form shed a certain light also on the state of
the content?" (1927:26-27). In hi s first section, he surveys various writ
ers' statements - referring to or quoting, in addition to the above po
ems by Lermontov, Tyutchev, and Fet, similar remarks by Pi se msky,
Odoevsky, Kireevsky, K. Batyushkov, Baratynsky, A. K. Tolstoy,
Golenishchev-Ku tuzov, Merezhkovsky, Lvov, Apollo of Corinth,
Sully-Prudhomme, Goethe, Dostoevsky, and Gleb Uspensky, or their
heroes - on the problem of finding an adequate verbal expression for
their tho u ghts . The word " thought" here refers to a mental gray area
in which something has been formed definite enough that it can be
called a "thought," but not definite enough to have acquired a satisfac
tory verbal expression. Mysl' generally corresponds to th e words
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"thought" or " idea" in English, if you allow enough latitude in both
Russian and English for ideas that may be inchoate, pre-verbal, or
non-verbal. As Dal defines it, however, it is "any unitary action of the
mind, reason, intellect [ uma, razuma, razsudka], a representation of what
is in the mind; an idea" (11:365), thus a product of and closely related to
urn. An etymologically related word is smysl, which can be translated
as "meaning, sense, purport" and is the Russian word used in the phrase
" common sense." Another commonly used word for " meaning,"
znachenie, is derived from the word znak, "sign." In many contexts the
two are synonymous, but because of the differing derivations, while
smysl refers to the outcome of thinking as a comprehensible idea that
makes sense or is logical, znachenie refers more specifically and con
cretely to the signification process and i ts o u tcome in a verbal
"signifier." Both Russian words are usually translated as "meaning,"
but to maintain a certain consistency I will translate smysl as " mean
ing" and znachenie as "significance" wherever possible (though in the
plural znacheniya will have to be translated as " meanings"). Mysl' floats
somewhere between or outside them and at times even seems to be a
synonym for zaum. Nevertheless, its down-to-earth translation will
consistently be "a thought." There is a similar problem with chuvstvo
[feeling] and oshchushchenie [sensation] . The former may be one of the
five "senses," but it is also akin to "emotion," while the latter is close to
the idea of "perception, impression." When necessary, I will give the
Russian in brackets.
Gornfeld points out that " our whole system of Schellingism is satu
rated with thoughts about the inexpressible" (:32), thereby revealing
certain roots in the philosophy and aesthetics of Romanticism. At ap
proximately the same time as Odoevsky in his Russian Nights [1844],
Ivan Kireevsky was also, as Gornfeld puts it, "defending the right to
'hyperlogical' cognition [giperlogicheskoe poznanie]" (:33; Kireevsky [Let
ter to Khomyakov, 15 July 1840] 1861 1 : 90 91 ). In the typical situation,
the poet is experiencing a new sensation. "This is a state of incomplete
inspiration, when the poet is already quivering in the creative grip of
some new feeling which is searching for a formulation, but is still inca
pable of finding a verbal expression for it" (Gornfeld :38). Such a view
places the poet at the vanguard of human experience and innovation.
The struggle with one's material and with the cliches of one's artform
leads to the creation of new, if still inadequate, forms of expression
and embodiments of new, if still inadequately expressed, thoughts (:89,
95 96) . " A search for the word is a search for the truth" (:72) .
In the latter part of his essay, Gornfeld red efines mysl' to give it a
more explicit relationship with the word [slovo] (:56-57). He recognizes
the two usual sides in the dispute on this issue, in which some say that
a perfectly clear insight may not be able to be converted into words,
while others insist that if something is clearly u nderstood it can be
-

-
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clearly expressed. Rather, he says, "the truth is somewhat to the side
of these two extremes; complete clarity is a concept that is rather indefi
nite [neopredelennoe] and relative" (:57). Gomfeld d iscusses the fact that
many poets do not in fact wish to be perfectly clear in their expression,
recognizing that apparent clarity is an illusion which, at the very least,
destroys the sense of newness and mystery that is part of their original
vision.
In the final analysis, Gornfeld remains conservative, rejecting be
fore the fact, as he will after the fact (see Ch. 13), any attempts to break
away from traditional verbal means (:69). The Futurists would take
this as a challenge: to find a new means of expression, a new language
for the new world that they saw or foresaw. They would not feel that
they were l i mited to " mund ane expressions," as G oethe was
(Gornfeld :41; Goethe 1901 :375-76), but were free to invent words and
poems that went "beyond the mind."
Gornfeld's essay, in ad dition to providing some material for
Shklovsky' s, stimulated a response from the Petersburg University pro
fessor of philology F. D. Batyushkov (1857-1920), "Struggle with the
Word" (1900), published in the major Journal of the Ministry of Educa
tion, presumably required professional reading for a broad spectrum
of Russian ed ucated society. Baty ushkov generally agrees with
Gornfeld's views, but provides several correctives. He thinks, first of
all, that Gornfeld too closely equates thought and language, or, in other
words, content and form (:212). Batyushkov points out that the ab
stract ideal in which a word will have a single, fixed, uniformly ac
cepted meaning is unattainable in living languages, which will always
depart from the initial concrete meaning [smysl] of
that " sound image" which we call a word. Furthermore, there is no direct
connection between a word and its significance [znachenie], with the ex
ception of that small group of so-called onomatopoetic words . . . The " life
of language" leads to a constant destruction of the original relations be
tween form and content, to the creation of neologisms, finally, - in rare
instances, it _is true, - to the formation of new words (UrschOpfung). When
a new concept is established, a word in its old significance [znachenie] may
even turn out to be a hindrance to thought, and language also can be such
a hindrance if it corresponds to a definite, known content and is not adapt
able to the expression of a new content. (:214)

Gornfeld seems to prefer attempts to express new meaning within the
limits of already existing vocabulary, while Batyushkov allows for
going beyond those limits when necessary.
On the nature and goals of poetic language, Batyushkov also has a
different emphasis. The difficulty is not in finding words to name an
emotional response, but in {inding a way to produce an equivalent
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emotional response in the reader (:219). ln artistic speech the choice of
words must be made " independently of the accurate communication
of content and according to their degree of 'emotionality"' ( : 221)
Batyushkov is only one step away from saying that the denotative fea
tures of words interfere with their use as emotional expression and
must be obliterated or somehow put to one side. Batyushkov concludes:
"In freeing a thought from the word, the realm of what is inexpressible
in wo rds must be taken into account, both in essence and as a condi
tion for active, independent efforts - by the creator and the reader - to
feel the content of the poetry directly. This is the highest stage of its
evolution" (:227) .
The discussion on the nature of poetic expression would appear to
be fairly heated (for another view see Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky l909b,
esp.:100-04). Batyushkov reports, for instance, someone's reaction that
Gomfeld was giving too much credence to poets' statements about the
difficulty of expressing their thoughts, that the poets were exaggerat
ing as a pose so as to make the process seem more difficult than it was
and thus to make themselves seem more important (:222). While
Gomfeld, in a later essay written when zaum was already on the hori
zon, expresses impatience with lack of clarity, particularly if it is delib
erate (1912:24-26), Batyushkov actively argues for a nco-Romantic em
phasis on the direct communication of emotion, which inevitably re
quires a certain level of semantic indefiniteness. The roots of this em
phasis are to be found in Wilhelm von Humboldt's theories and their
elaboration by Potebnya and others in the Russian context
.

.

3) From Historical Poetics to Psychophysiology: Veselovsky, Wundt,
Zelinsky, Wm. James. Shklovsky makes only passing reference to the
work of the literary critic A. N. Veselovsky (1838-1906)(:23), probably
to Veselovsky's view of the origins of p oetry in Three Chapters from
Historical Poetics [Tri glavy iz istorich:skoy poe tik i, 1898]5:
the oldest combination [of music, dance and words] the guiding role
went to rhy thm, which co nsis tently normalized the me l ody and the po
etic tex t which d eve l o ped along with it. The role of the last el emen t [the
text] could be considered in the beginning the most modest: it consisted
of exclamations, expressions of emotions, a few meaningless, con tentless
words, the bearers of the bea t and the m elo dy . From this kernel a text
with co nt ent d eve lo ped in the sl ow course of history; thus e ven in the
p rime v a l word the emotional el em ent of the voice and movement (ges
ture) supported the element of content, which i na d equa tely expressed the
impression of the obj ec t; a fuller expression of the con ten t would result
from the d evel opment of the sentence. (1940:200-01)
In
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In this primitive condition of "syncretism," as Vese l ovsky called it,
verbal, musical, and kinetic components were not clearly distin g u ished,
but formed an undifferentiated whole .6 Shouts of unclear denotative,
but strong emotional, con ten t where echoed in emotive g es t u res . What
might o ri g i n a lly have been an invol u nta ry e mo t iona l response to an
external stimulus becomes repeated, ritualized, and gi v en a rh y thmic
form as a way of dealing with or defusin g the i nten s i ty of strong emo
tional experiences. Only g radual ly do the components of this syncretic
whole develop autonomy and in dep endent form. So it is uncl ea r to
Shklovsky whether poetry e me rged first as a formalization of inarticu
late vocal exclamations, or l a n gu a ge emer ged first and was then fo r
malized into poetic works.
Shkl ov sk y also refers to the theories of the German psychophysi
olo g ist Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920), especi al ly to what Wundt called
Lautbilder (sound-pictures):
Under this term Wundt groups words which express not an a c ou sti c, but
or other notion, but in s u ch a way that between this no
tion and the choice of sou n ds of onomatopoetic w ords a certain corre
spo n d ence is felt. In German, for examp l e, timmeln torkeln (to stagger) and

rather a n o p ti cal

in Russian karakuli (badly written, smudged words) .
Prev iously, such words would have been expl a i ne d thus: after the,,
pictorial elements of words disappeared, the mea n i ng of words became
linked solely to th ei r sounds; finally this gave the words their sensual
tonality. But Wundt p rin c ipa lly expla ins the phenomenon thus: that in
the pronunciation of these words the organs of speech make equiva l en t
movements. (Shklovsky:8-9)

Shklovsky sees this as Wundt's attempt to draw Lau tbilder clo se r to
ges t u ral language.
Wundt' s theories and w ri t ings were a c ti v ely discussed in Russian
circles at the tum of the century, and some writers in the p reviou s
section refer to him (Kiterman:1 65; Bely 1910a:467-511 passim, 572-73;
1910b:247-49) . However, it is the articles by the Polish-Russian c la ss i
cal scholar and p o p ul a ri zer, F. F. Zelinsky (1 859-1944) which form the
ba sis of Shklovsky's own comments .7
In a footnote to the above passa ge, Shklovsky refers d irectly to a
key a rt i cl e by Z el i n sky :
F. F.

Zelinsky's

experiment is interesting: it gi ves ano ther explanation for

the origin of sound-pictures. " And then I'll tilisnu you with a knife on the
throat," Do s toev sky' s fellow camp inmate says in Notes from the House of
the Dead [1 860], II, Ch. 4. Is there a similarity between the articulatory
movement of the word tifisnut' and the movement of a knife sli d ing over
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and cutting into the human body? No, but this articulatory motion de
scribes as well as possible every instinctive state of the facial muscles dur
ing the specific feeling of pain in the nerves experienced by us when we
imagine a knife sliding along the skin (but not stuck into the body); the
lips are rigidly drawn apart, the throat constricted, the teeth gritted; this
permits the use of only the vowel i and the tongue consonants t, I, s,
whereby the selection of them and not of the voiced sounds d, r, z in
volves a certain sound-imitating element. Consequently Zelinsky defines
sound pictures as words whose articulation requires the general mimicry
of the face in order for these words to express the feeling evoked (F.
Zelinsky, "Wilhelm Wundt and the Psychology of Language" [1901], from
The Life of Ideas, Vol. II, St. Petersburg, 1911, pp. 185-86).

Zelinsky's article is a detailed, laudatory survey of the main ideas
in the first volume of Wundt's V6lkerpsychologie, Die Sprache [1900, 2nd
ed. 1904, 3rd ed. 1 911; Russ. trans. 1912a]. After putting the subject in a
historical context for the general Russian reader in which he mentions
H u mboldt, Schleicher, Steinthal, Lazarus, and Paul (Zelinsky
1 911 :151-60), Zelinsky outlines the features of Wundt's theories, where
" for the first time psychology, and furthermore experimental psychol
ogy, i.e. the most solid system and the one most rich in possibilities,
meets with l inguistics" (:160-61).
In his first three chapters, which Zelinsky finds to be " the most
original" ( : 1 64), W u n d t discusses: 1 . E x p ressive Movements
(Ausdrucksbewegungen), 2. The Language of Gestures (Gebiirdensprache),
and 3 . Expressive Sounds (Sprachlau te). Expressive movements can be
divided into three groups: " first, in ternal movements, i .e. changes in
respiratory organs and blood circulation; second, mimetic movements
made by the face muscles; and finally pan tomimic movements, the or
gans for which are mainly the hands, but to some extent also the legs
and other parts of the body" (Zelinsky:165). Affects can be divided
into two elements, feelings [chuvstva] and ideas [predstavleniya], and
the former into two aspects, sensation [oshchushchenie], which is neu
tral, and feeling [here we would probably prefer " emotion" in English],
which is an accompanying evaluative reaction to the sensation, whether
positive or negative. Sensation is quantitative, while feeling is qualita
tive. Ideas also accompany affects, " are lasting and produce a sense of
the fact which caused the affect" (:166). These three aspects of affect
(sensation, feeling, idea) correspond to the three types of movement
(internal, mimetic, and pantomimic). Every sensation [stimulus] pro
duces a change in internal state (increased or decreased pulse, more or
less rapid breathing, etc.), accompanied by particular involuntary
muscular movements of the face that indicate the emotional response
of the subject. Out of these can be created a "language of gestures," but
for this an intention to commun ica te is essential.
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Zelinsky digresses briefly o n theories of "expressive movements"
in Spencer and Darwin.8 For Spencer, all psychological phenomena
are neurological, and affect is a neurological impulse scattered from
the neural centers to the periphery. The most delicate muscles (those
of the face) respond most readily. On the other hand, some of these
miscellaneous movements serve to satisfy the affect (e.g., in anger,
movements to destroy the object of the anger) and therefore become
associated with, and serve as an expression of, the emotion itself.
Wundt, however, insists that expressive movements are not purely
physical, but psychophysical:
at the beginning of development stands not a mechanical (automatic), nor
even an involuntary mov ement, b u t an instinctive movement
(Triebbewegung) mediating between both and which has in time produced
both the involuntary movement (by way of the development of conscious
ness) and the automatic movement (by way of mechanization, i.e., by
shutting off the so-called higher neurological centers) .(Zelinsky:168)

Zelinsky i n d icates tha t Wundt himself recognizes that this
"psycho-physical monad" cannot be deduced from the physical real
ity of the situation, but is simply posited as a given. In fact, any at
tempt to explain psychological phenomena in physical terms has a mi
raculous leap of human development hidden in it.
Automatic movements can be subdivided into two subcategories,
reflex movements and accompanying movements (Mitbewegungen):
"The first are produced by direct excitation of the sensory nerves; the
second, on the contrary, by virtue of the so-called coordination of move
ments, automatically accompany any other movement, which can in
tu m belong to any of the three categories." This distinction permits us
to separate expressive movements into those which are "central" and
"a whole series of accompanying movements produced by the central
ones" (:1 69) . It is on the latter that the psychology of language is based.
Thus an unpleasant taste produces central movements of the mouth
designed to eliminate the bad stimulus and additional movements of
the nearby facial muscles which have an expressive capacity . The same
is true of pantomimic motions of the whole body. And such expressive
movements not only express an affect; they can actually produce it in
the absence of an actual stimulus, since they are so closely associated
with it to begin with (see also William James below).
The language of gestures has as its purpose to communicate with
another. A person under the influence of an affect does not experience
a desire to communicate, but is in the grip of the affect itself. Only after
it has loosed its hold to a significant extent does the desire to commu
nicate·it arise. Zelinsky points out that
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pantomimic movements serve to express ideas, while internal and mi
metic movements express feelings; thus the initial basis of the language of
gestures lies in ideas, the basis of the language of sounds - in feelings. I
must note that this parallelism is not drawn by Wundt himself, but is a
natural conclusion from his theory, and a conclusion, I think, of some in
terest and importance. (:177-78)

There are three areas where this can be investigated: in animals
and primeval humans, in infants, and in some aspects of developed
speech. There are three categories of animal sounds on three succes
sive levels of development: 1) tones that convey the intensity of an
affect; 2) moderate expressions with qualitative aspects in which the
tone is modified by articulation, as in the sounds of most domestic
animals; and 3) those cases in which expressive sounds develop into
two separate groups, one for intense and another for moderate affects,
as in dogs, apes, and songbirds. In humans, the first developed into
song, while the second is the basis for language in which articulation
"initially expressed only feelings and in particular their qualities, as
opposed to tone, which expressed their intensity; yet there is no doubt
that in human speech it expresses precisely ideas, where the expresser
of feelings to their full extent is ' the voice,' i.e., the modulation of tone"
(:1 79).
Finally we come to the Lau tbilder mentioned by Shklovsky. These
are elements of developed language which are neither exclamations
(i.e., remnants of primitive cries), nor onomatopoetic sound imitations
(i.e., approximations of natural sounds), but " sound pictures."
By these [Wundt] understands words which - as in German tummeln,
torkeln, wimmeln, etc. - express not auditory, but visual or other ideas, but
express them in such a way that we feel a certain similarity between the
very acoustic selection of sounds and the corresponding idea; in Russian
we could include such words as baybak [marmot, sluggard], balabolka
[chatterbox], karakuli, tilisnu t', skhlizdit' [sic, to backslide], etc., the major
ity of which are non-literary and can be multiplied ad libitum. In Wundt's
opinion, sound imitations and sound pictures together constitute one cat
egory, and he develops a special original and interesting theory about
them. (Zelinsky:181-82)

An infant, in exercising its vocal apparatus by making various miscel
laneous meaningless sounds, is building up a close association between
articulations and the sounds that result from them, so that when it
comes time for the child to imitate adult language, he or she has built
up the necessary experience to perform an imitation with some suc
cess. This observation leads to a key statement:
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This skill has become so solidified that, in thinking about a word, we do
not at all think about its articulation; but nevertheless it is the direct re
sult of enervation of the motor nerves. The sonic physiognomy of the word
is merely a consequence of its articulation. This articulatory movement of
the tongue and lips belongs without doubt to the mimetic movements; as
the mimetic gesture develops in general from mimetic movements, so a
special sound gesture develops from articulatory movements. Now it is
easy for us to apply to this denominator both sound imitations and sound
pictures : they are all imitations, but the organ of imitation will not be sound
directly, but a "simulatory" sound gesture.
Once one accepts this theory, the area of expressive sounds and their
progeny in language is significantly broadened; it is broadened still more
by adding related phenomena, which Wundt calls "sound metaphors."
By these he means those relationships between pairs and groups of words
wh i ch can be explained by a simulatory change in the sound gesture. One
can relate this to such correlates as kryaknu t' [quack, grunt] and kriknut'
[cry, shout], but they are not the stron gest element: there are more inter
esting cases. It has long been noted that in the huge majority of languages
the names otets [father] and ma( [mother] form correlates in which the
hard, explosive sounds in the name for father (t, r and related sounds)
correspond to the soft, nasal sound in the name for mother (n, m). [ . . .
T]here is the possibility of imagining a language (or series of languages)
which consist exclusively of sound pictures or sound metaphors which
would correspond to the simulatory and symbolic gestures of the optitic
[sic] language developed above; gener ati ng from this language (or these
languages) those we already know will become co m prehensible if we take
into account the conditions of sound change [ . . . ], conditions which fun
damentally distorted primitive words and obscured their initially clear
psychological character. (:182-83)

In this passage we find at least Khlebnikov's program for zaum.
Zelinsky then considers objections to this theory, several of which
Wundt hi mself raises. Wundt points out that sound imitations and
sound pictures are usually found in relatively recent words and are
relatively few in number in the total word pool of a language. Zelinsky
hi mself has some additional objections. He finds Wundt's position that
the sounds produced are merely the result of mimetic articulatory ges
tures to be somewhat overstated and imprecise. For Z elinsky, mimetic
move men ts are related not, as for Wundt, to the idea of a word, but
rather " to the feelings which these ideas awakenJn us" (:1 86). Zelinsky
further explains that, since ideas expressed by pantomimic gestures
are automatically accompanied by mimetic facial movements, there is
an interpenetration of the language of gestures into the language of
words, and, while this link may be elusive, "nevertheless we have here
no t a 'chance or arbitrary association,' but a completely natural and
•
inevitable one" (:187).
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In summation of Wundt, Shklovsky adds:
Perhaps the extracts quoted below will cast a slightly different light on
the question. We have literary evidence which does not merely give ex
amples of sound-pictures but also allows us, as it were, to be present at
their creation. It appears to us that the closest neighbors to onomatopoetic
words are "words" without concept and content that serve to express pure
emotion, that is, words which cannot be said to exhibit any imitative ar
ticulation, for there is nothing to imitate, but only a concatenation of sounds
and emotion - of a movement in which the hearer participates sympa
thetically by reproducing a certain mute tensing of the speech organs. (:9)

As examples he gives Hamsun's "Ylayali," Satin's " sikambr" from
Gorky's Lower Dep ths, among others.
Later in his article, Shklovsky makes brief reference to a book by
the Petersburg actor-director-pedagogue Yuri Ozarovsky (1868-1924),
The Music of the Living World (1914), where Ozarovsky discusses his
theory that " the timbre of the voice is dependent on mimicry"
(Shklovsky:20). Ozarovsky describes how, in 1902 while giving a course
in mimicry at the Imperial Drama School using the method of F. Del
Sarte (1811-1871 ), he observed that the students, when asked to add
phrases that seemed appropriate to the given mimetic movements or
positions, said them with more " genuine timbre" than was usually the
case d uring lessons in declamation (:113) . According to the theory he
then developed, "Even the slightest word is a product of the brain,
and the least tremor of soul found in the most elementary exclamation
is not any longer just a pure emotion, but is also something from rea
son, from thought (the pure appearance of pure emotion is only mim
icry)" (:110). This mimicry, by which he means the bodily state that
automatically and involuntarily occurs in correspondence with an
emotion, produces changes in the disposition of the speech apparatus,
which in turn produces subtle but significant changes in the timbre of
the voice.9
The connection Ozarovsky had noted between timbre and mim
icry leads Shklovsky immediately to William James (1842-1910) and
his thesis " that each emotion is the result of some bodily state (a sink
ing heart is the cause of fear, and tears are the cause of sorrow)." On
this basis "one might say that the impression which the timbre of the
voice summons up in us may be explained thus: when we hear, we
reproduce the mimicry of the speaker and therefore we experience his
emotions" (Shklovsky:20). James' apparently paradoxical thesis was
originally stated in his Psychology, Briefer Course (1891:375-76). His point
is that the nervous system and physical reflexes involuntarily react to
stimuli immediately, producing bodily changes, while the mind may
perceive the reason for these changes only moments later (if at all). In
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other words, radically stated i n James' terms, " the emotion here is noth
ing but the feeling of a bodily state, and it has a purely bodily cause"
(:378). Furthermore, " a disembodied human emotion is a sheer nonen
tity" (:380), and there is " no 'mind-stuff' out of which the emotion can
be constituted" (:379) . In other words, the bodily state is not an expres
sion of the emotion, but the reverse. The wide variety of emotions is a
result of subtle differences in bodily states.

4) Children 's Babble, Language Learning and Folklore. For lack of ac
cess to mankind at the dawn of civilization, empirical studies of the
development of language have focused primarily on the development
of language in a typical child. One foundation for this is the Haeckelian
assumption of biogenesis (Haeckel 1896, esp. Ch. XV) extended by
Spencer, Darwin, and others into the sphere of culture, namely, that
children individually (ontogenetically) retrace the steps the human race
took (phylogenetically) in developing language (see, e.g., Letourneau
1895:16) . Many, including Wundt and Zelinsky, disagree with this hy
pothesis because of the obvious fact that children are born into a cul
tural environment in which they are surrounded by, and proceed to
learn, an already fully developed language, whereas primitive man
would have been only at some early stage in the process of creating
such a language (Zelinsky 1911 :1 79-80). In any case, the study of child
hood language acquisition became very active in the latter part of the
19th century and included a number of studies and reports by Rus
sians (Simonovich 1880; Aleksandrov 1883; Blagoveshchensky 1886).
Sechenov, for instance, when he discusses language, tends to re
late what he says to the child . In Reflexes of the Brain [first ed. 1866] he
spells out the connection between hearing, muscular reflexes, and
children's speech in concrete terms:
the hearing of the new-born child is approximately in the same state as,
\ay, the hearing of a Russian peasant in the society of Englishmen. In both
cases a lon g time passes before they learn to listen to words. In the case of
the child this state is expressed in the fact that it begins to babble. To put it
another way, refl exes from the organ of hearing to the muscles of the breast,
larynx, tongue, lips, cheeks, etc . (i.e., muscles participating in speech), hith
erto uncoordinated, begin to assume definite shape. [ . . . ] Essentially it
consists in association of sensations caused by the muscles of speech dur
ing contrac t io n with aural sensations induced by the sounds of the
individual's own speech·. (1965:50-51)

This reflex is developed at such an early age that we would have to
consider it subconscious or preconscious, where it remains for most
people even in adulthood. Nevertheless, the muscular reflexes con
ti nue to function even during the silent thinking processes of adults,
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though in more or less inhibi ted form, de pen ding on the individual
(:74) . Thus za u m might be seen as a way of bringing to the consci o us
surface this s u bc on s ci o u s muscular reflex by eli mi n at i n g the a u to ma t ic
association of gi ven musculo-acoustic speech reflexes with expressed
tho u ghts, thereby allowing us to focus attention on the phy sical sensa
tions themselves.
Child psychology is men ti on e d by Shklovsky in connecti on with a
book by th e English p sy ch o logis t James Sully (1842-1923): " James Sully
(Ocherki po psikhologii detstva [Studies of Childhood Q895)]) i n cl u d es many
interesting ex a mpl es of ' za u m speech' amon g children" (Shklovsky:13) .
Sully in his Chapter V, "The Li ttle L in g u i s t/' carefully describes the
l a n g u a ge d evelopment of the typical child, using observations of indi
vidual child ren by a variety o f investiga tors, incl u ding Darwin, often
from their own families, as the children learn their native la n gu a g e .
(fhe Russian translation o ve rtly substitutes s pecific Russian examples
at one po i n t (1 901:174) to allow Russian readers to relate the discus
s i o n to their own l a ngua ge . ) Sully accompanies these with s u gges tions
of a ph ylo gen e ti c relationship.
The child's first sou nds are instinctive c rie s " springi n g out of cer
tain con gen i ta l nervous a rra n gemen ts by which feeling acts u pon the
muscula r o r ga ns " a n d a re e x p res s i ve of " c ha n gi n g conditions of feel
ing, pa in, pleasure" (Sully 1895:134-35/ 1901 :158). Th ese become dif
ferentiated into "a rich va riety of e xp ressi ons ." Infants of about five
mo nth s en ga ge i n ba bbl i n g or " i mp u l s i ve phonation," wh i ch covers
virtually all the sounds later needed for language, but whi ch cannot be
called speech, s i nc e there is no reason to believe that the child is at
tempting "to u se a sound i nt ent i onal l y as a sign of an idea" (:136-37/
160) . Yet a certain pleasure can be observed in the child's exercise of
th i s phona ti ve f u ncti on (:138/ 161-62). In the second half-year certain
of these sounds have become expressive of s pecifi c moods and marked
off to c on v e y, say, the i mportant f ee l i n g of h u n g e r . "True
language-sounds s ign i fi ca n t of th i n gs grow out of this spontaneous
ex p res si v e articula tion" ( : 14 0 / 164), a s when da accompanied by p o i n t
ing i n d ica tes wonder at the appearance of a new object. These are " spon
taneo u s and not i mi ta ti ve," but ten d to become fixed as li n g u is ti c signs
when rec ogn i ze d by o thers (:141/165..{i6). At this same a ge, a child " is
apt to imitate ea gerly a n y sound you choose to produce before him.
[ . . . 1 And this sa me i mp u l s e leads the child bey o nd the servile adop
t i o n o f o ur con v entional s o u n d s to the i n v e n t i o n of new o r
onomatopoetic so u nd s" (:143-44/168 [Russ.: "new sounds based on
sound i mi ta ti o n" ]) . As Sully notes, the two sources of original child
language - expression of states of feeli n g and sound imitation - are
co m mo n ly seen as the basis for the development of h u man language
in gen e ra l .
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Befo re l ong the child begi ns t o i dentify a n d a tte mpt to repeat spe

w or ds, usually with va ry ing success, d epend in g on the difficulty
of the a rti c u l a t ions o r co mb i na t i on s req u ired . The e xp l ana ti o n for this
difficulty is tha t at this s ta ge the child is n o t freely vocalizing bu t a t
tempting the mu ch mo re co mp l ex o perati on of matching a so und heard
with the a rticu latory movements needed to produce the same sound,
which req ui res " the formation of some definite neural connexion be
tween the a u d i to ry and the motor regions of the s peech-centre " (:154/
180). Here certain laws of simplification and so u n d substitution seem
to a p ply, and examples given of ch il d ish approximation may ha v e been
taken by S h kl o v s ky to b e a form of za u m [ b i s c u i t= b i tchic,
umbrella=nobella, e le ph an t= etteno (:150); cha tterbox=jabberwock [!]
(:152)/ Russ.: p ry ani k= pach ik, ska meyka = ti meyka, Astrakhan'=atoro
(:176)], tho ugh in fact we should no t co n s i der th em s u ch .
Shkl ov sky then shifts to children's folklore to provide ex a m ples
" more in teresting fo r a R u ss i a n reader" and "beca u s e of the i r
mass-culture feat u res" (:13-14). Th us we en ter into an a rea very im
po rta nt for Futu rism a n d zaum. He quotes (fa u lti ly) fo u r ch oosi n g- u p
rhy mes [pribau tki dlya zhrebiyal from E. A. Po kro vsky ' s book Children 's
Games, Principally Russian (1887:56-58). As Sully i n d i ca tes is typical of
children's l ang u a ge, these tend to be cha ra cterized by vigoro u s rhyth
mic qualities and rhyme, while the mea ni ng is obv i o usl y less impor
tant. Pokrovsky puts it this way: "in the majority of cases they are li ttle
tho u ght out, but instead they are almost always ma d e into rhymes
and ve rses with an e mp hasi s on humor and concerned h enc e with the
satisfaction and merri men t of the pl a y e rs" (:54). Some elements of
co u nting are typ i ca l l y present at the beg i nn i ng, often in distorted form
cific

(pervo-drugo, odiyan-drogiyan,

elsewhere

pervinchiki-druginchiki

[=ap

proxima tely " fi rst-n ext" ]) and a va g ue narrative subject, but the rhymes
and rhythms a re often filled in with hardly i n te lli g i b l e words. Shishel
(p ossibl y related to shish [fig (vulga r)]) a ppears pai red with vyshel [he
w ent o u t) in a nu mber of exa mples for this reason. Often the initial
counts ha v e a fo re ig n origin. One c o mmenta to r attributes the mea n
i n gless words "eniki beniki" to a Hebrew o r i gi n (Faccani:72). Other
exa mples ha v e an obvious French ori gin, doubtless lo n g since forgot
ten a n d unrealized by the children who now use them.
There is a notable enjoyment of sounds for their own sa k e, wi th
rhythm and rhy me to make them s uita b le for th e i r purpose and easy
to reta in in the memo ry . Thei r incomprehensibility and/or exotic ori
gin is i n ci d en ta l or even pe rh a p s contribu tes to the enjoy me n t .
Shklo v sky qu o tes Zel i nsky about his exp e ri ence as a school teacher of
latin a nd the fun his young p u p i l s ha d repeat in g the mnemonic po
ems for r ul es of Latin gra mma r (Zel i nsky 1905 11:30-31; Shklovsky:13).
Shklovsky also refers to an exa mpl e from Gorky of a ch i l d ' s ten
dency to store a p oe m "in twq ways: as words and also as what I would
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call patches of sound" (Shklovsky:lS). Gorky, in Chapter 10 of his au
tobiography, My Gtildhood [1913], describes how his mother attempted
to teach him grammar by having him memorize a poem:
Bolshaya doroga, pryamaya doroga,
Prostora ne malo beryosh' ty u Boga.
Tebya ne rovnyali topor i Iopata,
Myagka ty kopytu i pyl'yu bogata.
Big road, straight road,
You take a lot of space from God.
You've not been smoothed by pick or shovel,
You're soft to hoof and rich in dust.

Gorky describes misreading several words (prostogo for prostora, rubili
for rovnyali, and kopyta for kopytu) and, even when he was corrected
and tried to avoid these mistakes, he automatically made them when
reciting from memory:
I hated these effusive lines and started angrily distorting them, putting in
similar sounding but inappropriate words; I really liked it when the be
witched verses were deprived of all meaning until finally they came out:
Doroga, dvuroga, tvorog, nedoroga,
Kopyta, popy-to, koryto
·

.

.

.

[Road, two-horned, cottage cheese, inexpensive
Hoofs, priests/ tested, trough . . . ]
(Gorky 1962 IX:109-10)

Other genres of folklore, not exclusively for children, also contain
semi-intelligible or unintelligible words. This is the case in particular
for magic spells and incantations, which are made more frightening
and effective by their mysterious language. In adult folklore, there are
counting rhymes exactly like those for children, such as "Pervenchiki,"
in which grandmothers and their unmarried granddaughters while
away leisure hours sitting in a circle holding out various numbers of
fingers while trying to avoid being counted out. A n u mber of
Pokrovsky's children's rhymes are for this purpose, but a more com
pletely zau m one is supplied by I. Sakharov in his Legends of the Rus
sian People (1841):
Pervenchiki
Druzhenchiki
Tryntsy
Volyntsy
Popovy

Firsties
Nexties
[Threesies]
Volynians]
The priest's
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Incense
[Tut-tut-um]
[Out-urn]

Ladantsy
Tsyken'
Vyken'
(I, bk. 2:71)

Sakharov also provides, in his section on black magic, some fasci
nating witches' chants. When witches are flying to Bald Mountain, they
chant the internationally famous "A.b.r.a.k.a.d.a.b.r.a" (1, bk. 2:45-46;
see Higgins 1987:175 for succinct historical background on " abraxas,"
a word "in no known language"). Each sound of this "word" is sup
posed to release a soul from hell. Upon their arrival, the witches chant:
Kumara
Nikh, nikh, zapalam, bada.
Eshokhomo, lapasa, shibboda.
Kumaga.
A.a.a. - o.o.o. - i.i.i. - e.e.e. - u.u.u. - ye.ye.ye.
La, Ia, sob, li, li, sob, lu, lu, sob!
Zhunzhan. [ . . . ] ( :46)

Since, as Sakharov points out, " there is almost no possibility of mak
ing any sense of these words" (:46), a transcription suffices. They cre
ate a certain poetic quality and incantatory dynamics without strain
ing powers of invention or requiring much sublety.
Composed along similar lines is the following Charm Song of the
Watersprites [Rusalki] :
Shivd �, vinza, kalanda, minogama!10
Iyda, iyda, yakutalima, batama!
Nuffasha, zinzama, okhyto, mil
Kopotso, kopotsam, kopotsama!
Yabudala, vikgaza, meyda!
Io, ia, o-io, ia tsok! io, ia, patstso! io, ia, pipatstso! [ . . . ] (:47)

At least in the way Sakharov has punctuated them, these songs
would appear to be composed of individual, isolated words, as in a
rhythmically designed list without syntax. While the words do not con
tain sound combinations difficult for a Russian to pronounce, their
morphology usually makes them seem strange, like words from a .for
eign language, rather than neologisms in Russian ( e.g., batama, galemo,
shono).
A similar example occurs in Blok's translation of Rutebeuf's medi
ev al play "Le Miracle de Theophile" in the scene where Saladin sum
mons the devil with the incantation:
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Bagagi !aka Bashag�
Lamak kagi ashabag�
Karrelios
Lamak lamek bashalios,
Kabagagi sabalios,
Bariolas.
Lagozatkha kabiolas,
Samagak et framiolas,
Garragia! (Blok 1961:275)

The play was staged in Petersburg in December, 1907, but not pub
lished until 1915 in the miscellany Strelets [The Archer] .
"Unknown sounds" are also an important part of ecstatic speech,
to which Shklovsky devotes considerable attention in his article and to
which the Futurists themselves made occasional reference. Though the
texts of such speech may greatly resemble the examples from folklore
just cited, their genesis from shamanism and religious sects is some
what different.
5) Speaking in Strange Tongues. The impression that poetic inspira
tion is a kind of temporary madness caused by the intervention of the
spirit world goes back to ancient times. The derivation of the word
"inspiration" as well as its Russian equivalent vdokhn ovenie testifies to
this link. The madness which takes possession of the inspired poet and
makes him or her the voice of God plays an important part in religious
rituals from primitive times and often results in the production of songs
and poems in a mysterious, secret language. In his Historical Poetics,
Veselovsky quotes from Plato's Phaedrus and Ion on the subject
(Veselovsky 1940:340-41; Plato III:151, 1:1 07-08; also Shklovsky 1914:14) .
Ecstatic speech occurs then in two main forms, both connected with
religious rituals: shamanic chants and glossolalia. Strangely, Shklovsky
does not refer to the chants of Siberian shamans, despite the Futurists'
obvious interest in them as we will see later. Rather, he refers to D.
Konovalov' s Religious Ecstasy in Russian Mystical Sects [Religiozny ekstaz
v russkom sektantstve] (1908).11 Konovalov's valuable book was known
to the Futurists, but it explicitly focused on Russian sects, thus exclud
ing consideration of shamanic practices, which are non-Russian. How
ever, contact with shamans was nevertheless likely to have been di
rect. Even today Siberiap shamans come to Moscow and other major
cities to minister to all levels of Russian society, so we may comfort
ably assume a familiarity on the part of the Futurists with this folk
institution and its practices. Konovalov gives only one example of a
shamanic chant, the following brief quotation of a series of " meaning
less" Chukcha shaman words: "kotero, tero, muro, koro, poro" (:189),
s ignificant nevertheless for its striking s i milari ty to some of
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Kruchonykh's zau m word creations (see Ch. 4) .
Glossolalia traces its main origins to the moment in the Bible when,
fifty days after Christ's resurrection (Pentecost), there was a great wind,
the Holy Spirit descended on the apostles in the form of tongues of
flame, and they "began to speak in foreign tongues, even as the Holy
Spirit prompted them to speak." Jews speaking widely differing lan
guages from "every nation under heaven" gathered, and when the
apostles spoke to them, each "heard them speaking in his own lan
guage" (Acts, Ch. II) . Since then the capacity to speak in unknown
tongues, usually as a result of a trance or religious ecstasy, has been
taken as a sign of special, privileged contact with the divine spirit, and
"speaking in tongues" was a means for the Holy Spirit to manifest
itself overtly through a human agent gifted to serve as such a conduit.
There are, of course, pre-Christian and non-Christian versions of the
phenomenon (e.g., oracles and shamanism), but in the Christian sphere
glossolalic manifestations in pentecostal sects have a particular h;:giti
macy because of thei r direct association with the events described in
The Acts of the Apostles. Similarities to natu ral languages are likely to be
either accidental or attributable to non-spiritualistic causes (subcon
scious recollections, imitations of foreign words present in the language
environment, etc.) . In general, glossolalic expressions are intended to
be highly meaningful, perhaps even prophetic, but undecipherable.
As one Russian critic points out (Orlov 1877), however, what usually
occurs is precisely the converse of what happened in Acts Ch. II, where
the apostles were understood by foreign listeners even though the
apostles did not know the languages of their listeners. In the case of
sectant glossolalia, usually neither the speaker nor the listeners under
stand the ecstatic speech and no meaningful communication occurs.
Russian mystical sects were already a subject of interest among
the Symbolists. Bely's first novel, The Silver Dove (1909), describes the
activities of one such sect of flagellants in great detail, though glossalalia
is not a feature of their practice (see also Ivask 1970, 1976). Bely's im
portant book on sounds is entitled Glossaloliya (1922) . And Vyacheslav
Iv anov in an essay in By the Stars [Po zvezdam] (1909) sees the Russian
folk as invested with " metaphysical form-energy" descending from
heaven in the Second Coming: "These mysterious signs seem to me
inscribed on the brow of our people as His mystical name: 'a likening
to Christ' - energy of His energy, living soul of His life" (:330) .
Alexander Dobrolyubov (1876-1943?) even organized a sect himself
and wrote poetry using folk chants and spells (Grossman 1981, 1983).
Blok also was interested in sects and at one point in 1908 considered
fol lowing Dobrolyubov's lead (Grossman 1983:xii; Blok 1 965:131).
Shklovsky, with some exaggeration, says: "The phenomenon of
s peaking in tongues is extraordinarily widespread and may be said to
be universal among mystical sects" (1985:19). He then quotes four ex
•
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amples of gl osso lal ia from Konovalov. Rather than limiting our view
to Shklovsky's somewhat inaccurate p resentation, let us look directly
at Konovalov, who provi des extensive factual material often based on
government legal investigations of sec t activities in the 1 8th and 19th
centuries .
In Chapter III, " Th e Period of Speech Function Aro u sal/'
Konovalov describes glossolalia as a part of a period of release of ten
sion after the highpoint of ecs ta ti c sectant dancing in wh ich the physi
ca l excitation, instead of i nvolv i n g the entire bod y, becomes l ocalized
in the speech organs. Sp a sms of the respiratory apparatus result in
"spasmodic cries" that are mixed with " fra gmen ted , but arti culate
sounds, words and phrases" ( : 158) . As the general physical arousal
d ec l i n es in the later stag es , the voca l organs come to the fore and pro
d u ce '' genu ine automatic speech ('the living word,' or ' l iving water,' as
the sectants call it), wh ich consists of the involuntary pronunciation of
articulate sound s of human speech" (: 158) . There are t wo typ es :
1) "Incomprehensible words" (glossa) not existing in any huma n language, if

one does not count ch ance correspon dences (i .e., pure n eologisms, new word

formations), or w ords borrowed

(in c orrec t

or d is torted

form) from other

languages, foreign by comparison with the usual colloq u i al language
the sectants and incomprehensible to them (foreign

of

language glossa}, and 2}

Utterances consisting of words and express ion s of a language native to or known
and understood by the sectants (e.g., Church Slavonic). (:159)

We are conce rned o n ly with the first type.
An i mpo rtant point empha s ized by Konovalov is that glos so l a lia
was valued precisely because it wa s incomprehensible (:160-01). The
group dynamic here and the conditions under wh i ch glossolalia ari ses
in individuals are l ess rel evant for our purposes than the glossolalic
texts that K o n ov a l ov s uppli es and

that may have served as models for

za um.

Sergey Osipov, a flagel l an t glossolal of the 18th centu ry, is record ed
as having u ttered :
rentre fen tre rente fintrifunt
nokhontrofint (:167; Shkl ovsky:l 9}

nodar I isentrant

His co ntem po ra ry, the Moscow fl a gell an t Varl aam Shishkov, said:
nason tos

lesontos fu rt lis natrufuntru natrisinfur
ulmiri umi l is intru

kreserefire kresentrefert cheresantro

gerezon d rovolmire zdruvul d remile cherezondro fordey
kornemil a koremira uzdrovolne korlemire zd rovolde
fanfute eshechere kon dre nasifi

nasofon t meresinti feretra

(:167; first l i ne Shklovsky:l9)
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When Shishkov was questioned further, he provided the following in
t erpreta ti ons of the above "foreign speeches" :
"zdruvule dremile" is "ne dremli, chel o v ek"

[d o

not

be

drousy, man);

"uzdrovolne" is "bud' zdrav, chelovek, v za povedy a kh Bozhiikh" [be
healthy, o man, in Cod's precepts]; "kreserefire" is "krestnoe zn amen ie na

se be nosi" [ca rry the s i gn of the cross on yourself]; "kresentrefert" is
" vs trepenis' s e r d t s e m k Bogu" [lift u p y o u r h ea r t to C o d ] , etc.
(Konovalov:253)

Konovalov notes that the inte rp re ta tion is based on " whatever syllable
in the glossa reminded [Shishkov] of a Russian word by sound simi
larity" (:253).
Melnikov-Pechersky (Na gorakh [In the Mountains], 1875-81, Pt 3,
Ch. 4) provides an examp le from a p roph et in th e "Ship of God's
People" run by a Colonel Dubovitsky:
.

Savishrai samo,

Kapilasta g a n drya

,

Daranata sha n tr a

Sunkara purusha
Mayya di va lucha.

(Melnikov 1909 V:95; Konovalov:167-68; Shklovsky:21, and 1915:8)
(It is useful, but unusual, that stresses were marked on many of the
words to gu ide accurate pronunciation.) The members of the Sh ip were
under the impression that the words were "in Indian," and Konovalov
comments:
.

.

Indeed some of these words sound co mpl e tely Sanscrit, e g purusha (=scrt.

husband), diva (dfva, instr. case of the stem div 
sky, day), mayya (maya - art, ma gi c force, illusion, or maya - name of one
of the Asuras, an adept at magic, and maya, i ns tr case of aham, 1), samo
(fr om sama - smooth, identical, si mil ar), while others, e.g. d ara n a t a
savishra i, sunkara, are very reminiscent of Sanscri t words. (:168; see also
Toporov 1988:160-64 and 1989)

purusa - pcrson, man,

.

-

,

Here we may have an example of an ancient or fo rei gn prayer dimly
and incorrectly recalled or garbled as children might, according to Su lly.
A clearer case of this is:
Khristos

[Christ] nekrata

ne tan fan

tan fa tison
'

tinti s tin ti s

'
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naim frison

domino (:171)
which seems to ha v e a French-Latin flavor. Or is it Greek? Konovalov
reports an instance in which a man who worked in the library of the
Moscow Seminary hea rd the Greek Orthodox Ea s ter anthem " Khristos
anesti" in church and transcribed it as follows:

Khristos aneste
ak netro

fo na to n fonaton

pan tis antis
kintis mimosti (?)
zaekhal za mi no [Russ.:

stopped by for

. . . ] (:171)

A transcription of the Greek o ri gina l, with lines
above version, would read:

divided

to match the

Khristos an es ti
Ek nckron
thanato thanaton
pa tisas

en tis mnimasi
Zoin harisamenos.

Ke tis

(Christ is ris en from the dead, trampling down death by death, and giv
ing life to those in the grave.]

We can no te a tendency toward regularization of ph o ne tic patterning
in the l ibra ri an' s version. His tran sc ri p tio n is strikingly like other ex
amples, and one may wonder whether a major influence may not have
been Greek Orthodox prayers and hymns heard by si mple folk as oc
casional parts of Russian Orthodox services, such as this Easter an
them, or the Easter Gosp el which mi ght be sung or read in several
languages in sequence.
For comparison with R u ssian ex a mp l e s , Konovalov (and
Shklovsky) also presents glosso la Hc texts of En gli sh and German sects.
Ce rta in similarities in all these texts emerge, mainly in the area of sound
pa tterning, which is generally greater than ev en the most richly pat
terned tra d i ti onal poems. One can posit that if the speaker is n ot con
strained by the conventional need for semantic and s yn ta cti c struc
ture, then repetition of patterns and combinations is facilita ted.
As a related topic, Konovalov describes in brief how ph eno mena
simila r to glossolalia, such as verbigera tio (:246), may result from men
tal illness. One hysteric woman babbled like a child: " zozo, rna n ou no u,
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p a tapa n, tatata, petite femme" (:190). Others were rep o rte d to speak in

own inv ented l a n gu a ge, and one declared (as Kruchonykh w as
to do) that she 1ffie w all languages, but when asked· to demonstrate
this p rod u ce d " a s eries of sy l lables stru n g toge th er w i thou t a ny mean
ing and which were abs olu tely unintelligible" (:190) . O rga nic trauma
can p ro d u ce aphasic spasms that result in i nco mprehensib l e utterances,
such as " macassi, coussi cassa" (:193). Refe rrin g to Melnikov's novel
In the Mountains (1875-81, Pt. 3, Ch . 4), Konovalov fu rthe r p o ints out
that a mon g the Russian folk one standard sign of yu rodstvo [bei n g a
Hol y Foo l ] was con si de red to be that the individual uttered incomp re
hensible words. A famous example of this is the n inete en th century
Holy Fool I. Ya. Koreysha' s saying: "Bez pratsy ne bendy kal al atsy/'
which has been tr ansl ated "No work no k olol atsy " (Chemyshev sky
1 953: 1 37) .
In Konovalov' s bo ok, there a re extensive exa mples of glossolal i a
fro m sp eak er s o f var io us nat ive l a ngua ges to serve as illustrations of
a l read y exi s ti ng " zau m" texts and models for the creation of new ones.
That the bo ok was known directly a n d used by the Futurists is demon
stra te d by Kruch o nykh' s quotations from Varlaam Shishkov' s ab o ve
glossol al i c sp eech in Explodity [Vzorval'] (1913f:n.p.) and The Three [Troe]
(1913j:27) whic� are both more accura te and mo re extensive than
their

Shklovsky' s.

OTHER FACTORS

6) Philosophy and Lingu istics. The Fut u rists, in contrast to the Sym
bolists, were not philosophically oriented in a formal way and ra rely
referred to o the r sources. As ment io ned before, Plato's Cratylus was
c u ri ous ly i gno re d , as were the Stoics who interested themselves in lin
gu i stic a mbi g uity, defining amphi boly as " diction which s i gnifies two
o r mo re thin gs in the strict prose sense of the terms and in the same
language" (Stock 1908:20). Chrysippu s maintained that "every word is
naturally a mbi gu ou s on the gro u nd that the same person may under
stand a word spok en to him in two o r mo re wa y s " (Gould 1970:69) .
The natural a mbi gu ity of words is an important feat u re of Humboldt's
vi e ws (co ns i d e red belo w) , and deliberate amb ig ui ty is a s i gn ifi cant
feature of zaum. Amph i b oly became a keyst on e of A. N. Chicherin's
Constructivist program, and he refers expl i citly to Chrysippus on the
ma tt er in one of Krucho nyk h' s major theoretical w o rks (Kruch onykh
1 924:53).
The s econ d half of the eightee n th century i n i t ia te d a ren ewed con
cern with the o rigin of l a n g u a ge that turned into a floo d of works by
the mid-nineteenth cen t ury la r gely b ased o n p u re spec u la ti on and
fancy. Among prominent early c o ntrib u t i o ns to this flood were essays
by J e an -Ja cques Rousseau and Johann Gottfried Herder, both of whom
presented v a ria n ts of the o�o ma top o e tic theo ry .
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But the most influential book, certainly in the Russian sphere, was
iiber die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen
Spra chba u es u n d ihren E influss auf die En tw ickel u ng des
Menschengeschlechts (1836; Russ. tra ns 1859; Eng. trans. 1 971) . It is con
s ta n tly mentioned by Russian w ri te rs on the subject, incl u ding many
we have already mentioned (Gornfeld, Batyushkov, Bely) and others
(Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky 1900:89), who usually make reference to the
famous statement: " Alles Verstehen ist daher immer zu gleich ein
Nicht-Verstehen" (1 836:LXXX; " vzaimnoe razu menie mezh d u }
razgovarivayushchimi v to-zhe vremya est' i nedorazumenie" (1859:62);
"Vsyakoe ponimanie est' vmeste s tern neponimanie" Ovsyaniko
Kul ikovsk y :89}. The complete passage in which this statement is con
ta ine d is as follows:
Wilhelm v on Humboldt's

.

Only in the individual does language a tta in its final distinctness. N obody
conceives in a given word exactly what his neighbor does, and the ever so
slight variation skitters thro u gh the entire language like concentric r i pp l es
over the water. All understanding is simultaneously a noncomprehension, all
agreement in ideas and emotions is at the same time a divergence. In the manner
in which l ang ua ge is modified by each individual there is revealed, in
contrast to its p r e vi o u s ly e x po und ed potency, a power of man over it. It
can be construed as a physiological effect (if we want to apply the expres
sion to i n te ll ec tu al power); the power emana ting from man is purely dy
n a mic . In th e influence exerted upon him lies the p rincipl ed structure of
language and its forms, whereas in the reac ti on p roceed in g from him re
pos es a pri nc i p le of freedom. For in man a certain something may arise
whose reason no rational process is c ap abl e of isolating from preced i ng
conditions; furthermore, we would misconstrue the n a tu re of language
and thus injure the historical v eraci ty of its origin and transformation,
were we to exclude the poss ibi li ty of such i nex p l ic a bl e ph eno mena from
i t. (1971:43, ita!. by G.J.)

Everywhere Humboldt (1 767-1835} maintains the dynamic nature of
language and that every individual possesses unique language, which
remains to some extent beyond the complete comprehension of any
other individual . In this mysterious dynamic interaction between an
individual, unique language, and the language of the surrounding so
ci e ty lies a principle of human freedom and progress for the whole
society. Elsewhere in the book, Humbol dt l ooks into the relationship
between sound a n d mean i ng (:1 92-93; Russ.:278-79). Sound and sense
are seen as intersecting and interacting in the proces s of articulation,
which is gui ded by a posited "intimate linguistic sense" [innere
Sprachsinn]. This rather vague relationship had been elucidated earlier
in the book in more specific physiological terms:
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The indissoluble bond connectin g thou ght, vocal apparatus, and hearing
[auditory perception] to la n guages reposes invariably in the ori g i nal ar
rangement of human nature, a factor that defies further cla rifica t ion. The
coincidence of the sound with the idea thus becomes clear. Just as the
idea, co mpa r able to a flash of lightning, collects the total power of imagi
nation into a single point and excludes every thing that is simu l ta neous,
the phonetic sound resounds in a br u pt sharpness and unity. Just as the
thought engages the en ti re d ispos i tion, the phonetic sound is en do we d
with a penetrating power that arouses the whole nervous system. ,This
featu re, di s tin g u is h i ng it from all other sensory i mp ress i o ns, is visibly
based u pon the fac t that the ear is receptive to the impressi on of a motion,
especially to the sound of a true action produced by the voice (which is
not always the case for the rema i ning senses). (:34; Russ.:48-49)

Since the pro d u c ti o n of sp eech sou nd s invo lves a rti cul a to ry move
ments, those movements become part of the sensory pack a ge of s peech
p rod u ction in the speaker and also i nd i rec tly in the l i s ten e r, who at
o the r times is a s p eak e r h i mself and th e refore also automatically asso
ciates the same motion s with the sounds, but as a listener does so only
passively. Thus we have sound, motion, and mea ni ng collected in a
l i ghtnin g-flash unity that arcs between two h u mans and which "re
prod uces the evoked sensa ti on simu ltan eou sly with the object repre
sented" (:35). Humboldt admits that the " character of this connection
can rarely be stated c o mpl etely " (:52). Rather, he p rov i d es a threefold
schema of poss i bl e relationships: 1) the on oma to p oet ic, in wh i ch the
articulated sounds are meant to imita te natural, ina rti c u l ate sou n d s; 2)
indirect imitation, in w hi ch sounds are chosen th a t, " inhe rent ly and in
co mp a ri so n w i th o th ers , produ ce for the ear an impression s i mi l ar to
that of the object upon the soul. For exa mpl e, sta nd ," steady," and
"stare" [stehen, s tiitig, starr; Russ. stoyat', stoyky, stavka, stan (:77)] give
the i mpressi on of fixity; the Sanscrit li, 11 melt" or " d i spers e," [R uss . lit']
suggests melting away; and " no t," " gnaw," and "envy" [nicht, nagen,
Neid] imply a fine and sharp severance (:52; the Russ. trans . s u bsti t u tes
equ i va l en ts in the text and gives the Germ. exa m p l es and an explana
tion in a footnote). B ut H u mbo l d t recognizes the "great dan gers" of
t u rn in g this into a broad p ri n c ipl e valid for all l anguages . Fina lly, 3)
" d e s i gn a ti o n [i s ] based on phonetic si mi l a ri ty in a cc o rd ance with the
rel a ti onsh i p of the concepts to be d es i gna ted " (:53), that is, by a nalogy .
W o rd s w ith s i milar mea nin gs are given similar sounds, thus link i ng
them by sound association, but the character of the sounds themselves
i s i rreleva nt.
Humboldt maintains the grea t val ue of indivi d ual s u bj ecti vi ty as
the sou rce of crea ti ve gro w th and progress in language, yet for him
the goa l remains "the complete clari ty of a co nc ept" as c rysta l l i zed in
th e word (:ll). He is abl e to strike a delicate, co mpl e x balance here in
_
•
11

11
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the fo ll ow i ng way: "The comp rehensibil i ty of words is s ome thi ng c om
pl etely different from the u n d e rs ta n d i n g of u na rt ic u l ated sound s and
in cl udes much more than the mere reci p roca l p rodu c tio n of sounds
and of the in d i ca te d object" (:37). The process is med ia ted by a va riety
of a d d iti ona l factors, including the common d enominator of h u ma n
nature, the active pa rticip a t i o n of two individ ua l humans, and the
shared entity of an e x is ti ng l a n gu age . The lin g u ist ic sense is d esc ribed
as " an instinctive p resenti men t of the en ti re system which the lan gu a ge
needs in its ind iv id u a l structure" (:48) in which every element is intu
i tively related to the whole system, but on an uncon sc i o u s level, in a
certain sense " bey o nd the mind" as in zaum.
Humboldt's theories had a marked i mp a ct on Russia a t the turn of
this century l a rgely because of his influence on one of the g re a t U k ra i
n i a n-R u ss ian li ngu i s t s, A. Po tebnya (1835-1891). Po teb nya's most fa
mo u s work, Thought and Lang uage (Mysl ' i yazyk [1862, 1892, 1913, 1922,
1926, 1976]), was t h e s ubj ec t of ac tive discussion in the firs t decade of
this cen t u ry . It p re s ent s a th e o ry of l a n g u a ge based expressly on
Humbol d t, who is mentioned in the sec on d paragraph and quoted fre
q u en tly and at length thereafter .
Potebnya rej ec ts both the conscious-invention and divine-o ri gin
theories of language devel o p men t, pointing out, as H erder had, that
" in presupposing the ex i ste n ce of inventive t h ou ght p ri or to l a n gu age,
it wo u ld be s i m u l taneo us ly necessary to presuppose the word also,
since for the invention of lan guage an al ready p repa red l a n g ua ge would
be necessary" (1976:37). To ta lly new w ord s, those not dep ende n t o n
p rev i ou s li n gu is t ic h i s to ry, a re po ssibl e o n ly at the dawn of lan gu a ge
d evel op m en t , whereas now they must follow patterns a lre a dy laid
down by the so-called " internal form" of words, which is essentially
their etymology. Here there is room for "folk etymology," in which
th e ac t u a l h i s t o rica l e ty molo g i ca l origin may be so deeply buried as to
be u nknown t o a s p ea ke r, but where a kind of ad hoc etym o l o gy is
based on a na lo gy w i th ev i dently similar forms or roots. Because the
dawn of language c rea ti o n is beyond our view, only an inves ti ga ti o n
of c o ntemp o ra ry l angu a ge processes can prov i de a key to the prime
val processes (:71) .
Among other German psycho linguists who play an i mpo rtan t role
in his d iscussion of this a rea, P o teb n ya quotes H. Lotze a s fo ll o ws :


·



Na ture l i nks the organs of breathing w i th the vocal organ and makes pos
sible the transfer to the external world of the most imperceptible qualities
of a i ml ess soul excita t ions by depicting them in sounds . . . Thus, in the
animal kingdom there appear sounds of suffering and pleasure which are
more lacking in d efi ni te indication of objects and actions than the crudest
gestures, but as a expression of even hidden movemen ts of soul they are
incomparably richer than any other means that l iving beings could h a v e
chosen for mutual communica tion . (:99)
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Potebnya develops this idea:
Even articulate sound, the external form of human speech, is phys iol og i
ca lly eq u i va l en t to these phen o m e n a and similarly d e p e n d s on
soul-exciting feeling that i niti a lly is also involuntary, though it then be
comes an obedient tool of thought. [ . . . ] The voluntary and conscious use
of words necessarily presupposes the involuntary and unconscious. Our
consciousness never goes farther than observation of the means by which
we pronounce a sound, to which, however, we relate passively, as to a
ready-made fact i n depen d en t of us. At a certain stage of dev el o p m ent it
evi d ently depends on our will whether to pronounce the sound or not;
but when we pronounce it, in our consciousness there is only our goal,
that is the i mage of the needed sound and, connected with it, the vague
memory o f the general feeling accompanying the motions of the organs
needed to realize this goal. The action of the will is evident here only in
changing the goal, in changing the i mpetus which leads to its fulfillment
and which in itself remains outside consci o usness. (:99-100)

A cry of fri gh t is

an extemalization of emotion which he lps

us to

deal

with the emotion; articulate sounds are similar extemalizations of emo
t ion , but submitted

to h u ma n thought processes. In the latter category,

Potebnya di sti n gui s hes two types of articulate sound, exclamations and

words· as s u ch, re p rese n ti n g respectively

the "language of feel i ng and
the language of tho u gh t" (:1 05). "In tone the l a n gu a ge of excla mations,
like mi mic ry, which i n many instances, in contrast to the word, an ex

clamation cannot do without, is the sole language comprehensible to

(:105-06). It co m m u n i cates directly, wi tho ut having to be
c onve rted into a " th o ugh t" or mea n i n g, the exact content of which
would vary among individuals and even in the same ind ivid ual from
one day to the ne x t . The word, however, d espi te i ts internal variabil
i ty, does retain a certain objectivity beca use of its fixed external form
(i ts sounds). Finally, " the exclamation ceases being itself as soon as we
d i rect our a ttentio n to it; therefore, in rema in i n g itself, it i s i nco mpre
hensible" (:107). If the sp eake r turns it into an object of contemplation,
then it automatica lly loses its emotional content, which is its only con
tent. It has no mean in g in the sense that a word has meaning. How
ever, it is in human nature to t u m such phenomena into objects of
con templ a tion , and, th erefo re, while some exclamations remained such
(cries of pain, p lea s u re, surprise, joy, sorrow), others, ev i d en tly related
to i mp ress i on s of sight and sound, became the roots for words (:11 0).
The word, then, in Potebnya's (and Humboldt's) view, has three
aspects, no t j u st two (sound and meani n g) : 1) con ten t, i .e., the original
pe rception or e mo ti on th a t, s ay, p ro d u ced an i n v o l un ta ry exclama
tion; 2) the external form, i.e., th e sounds prod uced in connection with
the content wh ich b ec ome obj ect ifi ed by b ei n g externalized; and 3) the
everyone"
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internal form, which is "the relationship of the content of thought to
consciousness; it shows how a person's own thought is presented to
him" (:115) . That is, a careful analysis of a word's etymology will pro
vide the key to what it is about a given phenomenon or object that first
struck the human observer and caused him to produce an exclama
tion. Initially these relationships are subjective, but they become
objectivized in the "internal form," the origins of which may not be
consciously appreciated or may be lost in pre-history, but are the foun
dation of a language' s growth and development. It is the role of art,
then, of poetry especially, to revitalize or reestablish the important links
that are the basis of internal form. "Art is the process of objectivizing
the primeval givens of spiritual life" (:195).
Among those from whom Potebnya's book eventually produced a
response was Bcly, who in a review article (1910b), found Potebnya's
methodological approach in many ways faulty, but nevertheless had
high praise for his perceptiveness in appreciating that " the word is a
work of art" independent of thought (:256). Bely also emphasized the
value Potebnya places on "irrational" features of verbal creativity. This
receives perhaps more emphasis in Bely's account than it does in
Potebnya' s book, even though, as in Humboldt, subconscious processes
are noted as playing a role in linking sound and meaning. (Potebnya
does not use the word "irrational" [irratsional'ny) to characterize them.)
Bely sees as the " meaning of all of Potebnya's work" the attempt to
" reveal ' the irrational roots of personality' in the creation of words,"
and argues that he has " proved the irrationality
of the word itself, that
)
condition of every expression" (:246).
Potebnya's ideas, along with similar theories by A. Veselovsky,
were also propagated by their students and disciples (who include
Gornfeld and Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky) in a serial called Problems of the
Theory and Psychology of Creativity, published in Kharkov beginning in
1907 and continuing until 1923. In his discussion of why communica
tion is difficult, Gornfeld reviews the path from Goethe, Humboldt,
and other German linguists (Lazarus, Lotze, et al.) through Potebnya,
referring to familiar themes and beginning with a quote from Flaubert
probably drawn from the Maupassant story "Solitude" : "We live in a
d esert - nobod y u n d erstands anybody" (1906 : 1 5; Maupassant
1941:659).
F. Batyushkov, however, finds it necessary to disagree with the
posi tion held by Humboldt, Po teb nya, and Gomfeld tha t the word is a
condition of thought, "for more precisely it is only a conditional form of
thought, a fo rm necessa ry for fullness of consciousness, but scarcely
exhausting the possible means of expressing the process of thinking
and not to be equated with thought" (1900:211 ) . He ends his article
with a footnote on a recent article by Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky, "Toward
a Psychology of Understanding" ("K psikhologii ponimaniya," 1900),
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in which the latter traces the familiar path from Goethe and Humboldt
to Potebnya's book as a preface to a discussion of differing views on
the possibility of communication via langua ge as exp ressed in
Tyutchev's poem "Silentiu m" ("An u ttered thought is a lie") and
Maupassant's story "Solitude" (1884), a story also referred to later by
P. D. Uspensky (191 1 : 168; 1970: 198). Goethe had asked himself the
question whether it was possible for two humans to fully understand
each other. By turning to Spinoza, he concluded definitely no: " no one
understands another" (Goethe 1969: 309; Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky 1900:
88-89). This brings Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky immediately to Humboldt's
statement about every understanding being also a misunderstanding,
and thence to Potebnya, who is reported to have regularly discussed
the Tyutchev poem in his lectures (see Potebnya 1 894:162, 1 905:34,
1976:313, 559). In comparing the Tyutchev poem with Maupassant's
story, Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky concludes that Tyutchev retained the "il
lusion" of possible communication, while Maupassant's hero suffers
from having lost this illusion.

7) The Fourth Dimension. Intuition, and Cubism. Most i mportant for
the deveiopment of zaum is the the rise of Cubism, Primitivism, Rayism,
Suprematism, and of abstract art in general. A group of Russian
avant-garde artist-theoreticians were actively involved in these move
ments, and the zaumniks were an intimate part of this group . Of espe
cial significance are two early books by P. D. Us pens ky (standard En
glish spelling: Ouspensky), The Fourth Dimension (1909) and Tertium
Organum (1 911 ).12 In fact, Tertium Organum can be used in the same
way as Shklovsky' s article on zaum as a guide to the important ideas
and formative sources in this particular, somewhat narrower sphere.
Taking his cues mainly from C. H. Hinton, Uspensky describes
the fourth dimension atemporily as the next dimension of space. In
looking for clues to hyperspace, Hinton and others had tried to under
stand and depict the fourth-dimensional realm by drawing analogies
to the other three dimensions, . in particular by describing an imagi
nary two-dimensional world with two-dimensional beings who try to
imagine our three-dimensional world without being able to experi
ence it directly. Certain phenomena that appear perfectly normal from
a three-dimensional perspective look very different or seem irrational
or unrelated when viewed from two dimensions (Uspensky 1970:30).
This investigation takes on a mystical, spiritual quality that it does not
necessarily have in other, more purely mathematical views. In The
Fourth Dimension (Chetvyortoe izmerenie, 1909), Uspensky summarizes
Hinton's view in the following way. The fourth dimension is assumed
to exist, but our imperfect powers of perception make it inaccessible to
the senses. However, by special effort and training it is possible to de
velop the capacity to achieve a higher consciousness, that is, conscious_
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ness of how things actually are, not merely how they appear to our
senses. This would be like seeing a cube from all sides at once, rather
than only from one side and distorted by perspective. The goal there
fore is to achieve true, or at any rate greater, objectivity by the elimina
tion of the "personal element" (i.e., by avoiding the illusion of perspec
tive) . The result is true perception. "It is very likely that Hinton wants
to say that the elimination of the self in concepts leads to the develop
ment of intuitive capacities, i.e., the development of direct cognition"
(Uspensky 1909:10).13 The psychological concept of intuition introduced
here is Uspensky's contribution. If The Fourth Dimension gives us the
current state of thinking on the subject with only glimmers of new
ideas from Uspensky, Tertium Organum presents a full-fledged pro
gra m with clear new elements. Uspensky's attention to language
emerges for the first time briefly in Chapter VI when, in developing
the analogy of a two-dimensional world, he adds a psychological view
point:
We should experience considerable difficulty in explaining any thin g to
the plane [i.e. two-dimensional] being; and it would be very difficult for
him to understand us. First of all i t would be difficult because he would
not have the concep ts corresponding to our concepts. He would Jack "nec
essary words."
For instance, "section" - this w o ul d be for him a quite new and in
conceivable word; then " angle" - again an inconceivable word; " centre" 
still more inconceivable; the third perpendicular - something incompre
hensible, lying outside of his geometry. (:59/Sl)

Uspensky admits the inadequacy of the analogical approach to this
question and proposes instead to attack the problem "by studying our
consciousness and its properties" (:69/ 61). He points out:
The content of emotional fee lin gs, even the simplest - to say nothing of
the co mplex - can never be wholly confi ne d to concepts or ideas, and there
fore can never be correctly or exactly expressed in words. Words can on ly
allude to it, point to it. The interpretation of emotional fee l in gs and emo
tional understanding i s the problem of art. (:73/64)

Uspensky links the concepts of intuition, poetry, the language of the
future, and the vanguard of human psychic evolution, all on the basis
of principles related to the fourth dimension; that is, the way beyond
the merely rational is through art (poetry in particular), and this break
through could be accomplished by a form of higher intuition which
would lead to the creation of a new language of the future. The impor
tance of the word " intuition" (intuitsiya) is weakened in later editions
by the substitution of a vaguer term like " a higher form of psychic life"
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(:73-74/65-66; also :197/ 168, 208-09/ 178-79), though a few instances of
are allowed to remain (:209/1 78, 236/204). Nevertheless,
the important concept of a form of direct cognition which unifies knowl
edge on a supra personal, extra-logical level is fully retained. Uspensky
describes the four stages of consciousness (sensation, perception, con
cept, higher intuition) as comparable to the sequence of dimensions.
Thus higher intuition is seen as corresponding to the fourth dimen
sion (:74/ 66); and he explicitly relates them to Kant's idea that the con
cept of space is an a priori category, that is, that "space with its charac
teristics is a property of our consciousness" (:73/ 66). 1t is here that art
enters into its important role:
" intuition"

The artist must be a clairvoyant: he must see that which others do not see;
he must be a magician: must possess the power to make others see tha t
which they do not themselves see, but which he does see.
Art sees more and farther than we do. [

.

.

.

I] t sees

va s tly more than

the most perfect appara tus can d iscover; and it senses the infinite invis
ible facets of that crysta l, one facet of which we ca ll man.

[.

. .

A]nd there

fore con ce rnin g certa in sid es of l i fe art alone can speak, and has the right
to speak. (:145 / 1 21 )

This Nco-Romantic notion was closer to the Symbolist ethos than to
the Futurist orientation, but the Futurists nevertheless adopted the vi
sionary elements, including the role of the artist as seer of the future.
Intuition gives the a rtist the power to pass bey ond the l i mits of
three-dimensional logic and glimpse the fullness of that "beyond." Here
we might also add Uspensky's dictum that " All art is just one entire
illogicality" (:223/ 193) . This brings us to the second important aspect
of Uspensky's "Third Tool" (tertium organum), alogism or the absurd .
He notes tha t "the axioms of logic are untrue even in rela tion to emo
tions, to symbols, to the musicality and the hidden meaning of words [to
say nothing of those ideas which cannot be expressed in words]" (:'22.3 /
193; bracketed portion not in 1911 ed.). "This higher logic may be called
in tuitive logic - the logic of infinity, the logic of ecstasy" (:236/204) .
Axioms of the new logic might therefore be: " A is both A and Not-A, or
Everything is both A and Not-A, or Everything is All" (:236/205). These
formulations seem to have been suggested by Plotinus' essay "On In
telligible Beauty" quoted later in the book (:253/ 2'22.) . But even such
axioms of higher logic are also "not essen tially true" :
[I] t is impossible to express super-logical rela tions in
presently consti tu ted .
The formula,

of

causes

there

"A

exists

is

our language as it is

both A and Not-A" is untrue beca use

in the worl d

no opposition between "A " and "Not-A . " B u t we

canno t express their real relf,;ltion. It would be more correct to say:
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A is all.
But this also would would be untrue, because " A" is not only all, but
also an arbitrary part of all, and at the same time a given part.
This is exactly the thing which our language cannot express. It is to
this that we must accustom our thought, and train it along these lines.
(:240/208)
This surely would encourage advanced artists of the word to use their
intuitive powers to search for a new language beyond the bounds of
logic.
The book ends with an extensive survey of supporting statements
by and about mystics quoted at length and usually from English-lan
guage sources. These range from Lao-tze, Plotinus, Vedanta, and Mus
lim writings to Oement of Alexandria, Jacob Bohme, Blavatsky, Mabel
Collins (Edward Carpenter is a later addition), and Lodyzhensky (1912).
The chapter on mysticism from William James' Varieties of Religious
Experience [1902] is quoted extensively in the 1910 Russian translation,
as is Max Muller's book Theosophy or Psychological Religion [1893] . As
Charlotte Dou glas points out (1986:186), James' book is one source for
yet another possible influence on the rise of zaum, namely yoga, and
in particular Vivekananda' s book Raja-Yoga, which was available in a
Russian translation of 1906. James gives the following quote from
Vivekanada' s book: " [The yogi teaches] that the mind itself has a higher
state of existence, beyond reason [prevoskhodyashchie razum], a
superconscious state, and that when the mind gets to that higher state,
then this knowledge beyond reasoning comes [bez posredstva razuma]"
Oames 1958:306-07/1910:389; Vivekananda 1953:614). Finally R. Bucke's
Cosmic Consciousness (1901) is presented in Uspensky's final chapter
(also James 1958:306-07/1910:387-89) as an example of the new litera
ture on higher consciousness which synthesizes all past attempts to
deal with this subject.
Another very important proponent of intuition is Henri Bergson,
whose philosophy was extremely influential at the time (see esp. Beck,
Rusinko, Curtis, Livshits (1977:80-81, 191-92)). For Uspensky, reality is
essentially timeless, fixed, and simultaneously present from the higher
vantage point. For Bergson, on the contrary, the illusion is of.fixity, of
constant categories artificially subdividing reality into manageably
stable, comparable units of time and matter; whereas true reality is in
eternal flux in which no one moment is comparable to another, no bit
of matter the same as another. Reason cannot deal with this condition;
only intuition can. In both Uspensky and Bergson, intuition gains us
access to a greater reality than reason, but those realities are opposed,
one maximally stable and fixed, the other maximally fluid and chang
ing. Bergson's view of intuition is much less mystical or exclusive than
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Uspensky' s. For Uspensky it is a special power given only to specially
endowed, clairvoyant individuals, beyond everyday life, something
to be developed and aspired to. But for Bergson, as Rusinko puts it,
" the poet . . . is a 'seer' in the literat not the Symbol ist, sense of the
word, and his perception is not mystical or visionary, but a refinement
of normal perception, characterized by increased precision, clarity, and
intensity" (:506). This shift away from the mystical is an important facet
of Post-Symbolism. Acmeism as well as Futurism.
For Bergson thought and language both dissociate "each change
into two elements - the one stable, definable for each particular case,
to wit, the Form; the other indefinable and always the same, Change in
general." And in language " Forms are all that it is capable of express
ing" (1983:326). Although he does not present any specific recommen
dations for releasing language from its formal limitations, in one place
he provides a truly remarkable picture:
When a poet reads me his verses, I can interest myself enough in him to
enter into his thought, put myself into his feelings, live over again the
simple state he has broken into phrases and words. I sympathize then
with his inspiration, I follow it with a continuous movement which is, like
inspiration itself, an undivided act. Now, I need only relax my attention,
let go the tension that there is in me, for the sounds, hitherto swallowed
up in the sense, to appear to me distinctly, one by one, in their materiality.
For this I have not to do anything; it is enough to withdraw something. In
proportion as I let myself go, the successive sounds will become the more
individualized; as the phrases were broken into words, so the words will
scan in syllables which I shall perceive one after another. Let me go far
ther still in the direction of dream: the letters themselves will become loose
and will be seen to dance along, hand in hand, on some fantastic sheet of
paper. I shall then admire the precision of the interweavings, the marvel
ous order of the procession, the exact insertion of the letters into the syl
lables, of the syllables into the words and of the words into the sentences.
The farther I pursue this quite negative direction of relaxation, the more
extension and complexity I shall create; and the more the complexity in
its tum increases, the more admirable will seem to be the order which
continues to reign, undisturbed, among the elements. Yet this complexity
and extension represent nothing positive; they express a deficiency of will.
(:209)

With this last sentence, Bergson would seem to part company with the
zaumniks. Yet the path of negation leads to vital indeterminacy: "ne
gation is but one half of an intellectual act, of which the other half is
left indeterminate" (:289). If, to use Bergson's example, you say "This
table is not white/' you have removed an affirmation without putting
anything in its place, leaving,the statement open-ended or indetermi-
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nate. Removing a definite meaning from a word by fragmentation or
distortion might serve the same purpose, though Bergson cannot be
said to suggest this. The problem for Bergson is that negation "takes
account only of the replaced, and is not concerned with what replaces"
(:294), thus focusing on what is not, rather than on what is. But lan
guage is always faced with this difficulty, since it deals in fixed con
cepts which by their very fixity fail to do justice to fluid reality. "It is
the essence of reasoning to shut us up in the circle of the given. But
action breaks the circle" (:192) . Consciousness cannot be equated with
the intellect: "the state of consciousness overflows the intellect; it is
indeed incommensurable with the intellect, being itself indivisible and
new" (:200).
Bergson's influence has been studied in relation to Malevich (Dou
glas 1975b, 1975c, 1980, 1984, 1986) and is relevant to other Russian
avant-garde artist-theoreticians, such as Matyushin and Nikolay Kulbin
(Douglas 1980, 1984, 1986) . Moreover, Matyushin and Kulbin were able
to read French and thus were able to serve as conduits for writings
from Europe which had yet to be translated into Russian for their less
educated Futurist colleagues. Kulbin also read German, and his early
medical-psychological works (e.g., 1907) show a professional familiar
ity with the theories of Wundt, James, Spencer, et al. Benedikt Livshits
described Kulbin' s lectures of 1912 as involving a process of emptying
"his box of Bergsonian, Ramsesian and Picasso discoveries" and mak
ing " fleeting" references to Bergson (Livshits 1977:80-81, also :191-92).
In the Russian context it is possible in fact to identify a whole
" intuitivist" trend in late Symbolist/ early Futurist a rt focused on
Kulbin, but including Kandinsky, Vladimir Markov (Waldema rs
Matvejs (1877-1914)), Olga Rozanova, and others centered around the
Petersburg group Union of Youth.14 Kulbin called for "liberating art,
literature and music from conventional patterns, replacing these with
the 'intuitive principle"' (Bow It 1976a:12), and painted several "intui
tive works," but generally failed to a rticulate a specific program in
volving intuition. Although Kandinsky avoided the term " intuition,"
he nevertheless developed a full-fledged theory of art on a compa
rable basis, using instead the term "inner necessity."15
Markov developed a theory from primitivist and oriental sources
tha t seems independent of Bergsonian (th ou gh p ossibly n o t
Uspenskian) influence. His essay, " Th e Principles o f the New Art,"
published in April and June 1912 in Nos. 1 and 2 of The Union of Youth,
begins: "Where concrete reality, the tangible, ends, there begins an
other world - a world of unfathomed mystery, a worl d of the Divine.
Even primitive man was given the chance of approaching this bound
ary, where intuitively he would capture some feature of the Divine 
and return happy as a child" (Bowlt 1976a:25 / Soyu z molodyozhi 1:5) .
This "world of unfathomed mystery" is accessible through "the intui-
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tive faculties of the spirit" (Bowlt :25). Moreover, the element of child
ish playfulness is an important idea in connection with zaum, particu
larly when contrasted with the profound meaning usually sought with
high seriousness and taken as a measure of greatness in art. Markov
frees the artist from the need to be " serious." This allows him to broaden
the base for acceptableness in art. He asks the question: "Why does the
art of so many peoples bear the character of apparent absurdity
[neleposti], coarseness, vagueness, or feebleness?" (:31). He is careful
not to characterize all non-European art in this way, however, noting
that much of it is "very refined and delicate," but there are some peoples
who " profoundly loved the simple, the naive [naivnogo] and appar
ently absurd [nelepogo na vid]" (:32).
Mikhail Matyushin (1861-1934) also developed relevant theories.
According to Alia Povelikhina (1976:68), he was the first Russian artist
to introduce the problem of the fourth dimension of space, beginning
in 1911. The timing would suggest that the impulse was related to
Uspensky's publications. In 1 91 2-13 he wrote an unpublished article
"The Sensation of the Fourth Dimension" and " other pieces on the same
subject" (Povelikhina:70). In 1912, he met Mayakovsky, Kruchonykh,
and Malevich for the first time in Moscow (Kovtun 1974:40) . In early
1913 Hylaea joined forces with the Union of Youth (Matyushi n
1976:140-43). In addition, Matyushin reports on the presence in their
group of a mathematics teacher, S. Myasoedov, who " used to tell us
that in their famil¥iall the Myasoedovs would speak to each other in
their own invented .language" 1976:143). Henderson suggests that
Myasoedov may have played a role analogous to Princet for the French
Cubists as a conduit for non-Euclidean mathematics among the Rus
sians (1983:265). Matyushin notes that although they had heard of Ital
ian Futurism, they knew "little" about it, but followed news of the
new art emanating from France (:143).
Even if most of Matyushin's writings did not see print at the time,
they were surely read and discussed by his Futurist associates. His
one important early publication was an article "On the Book by Gleizes
and Metzinger Du Cubisme," which was dated March 10, 1 913, and
published in Union of You th No. 3 (March 1913):25-34.16 Tho ugh it
slightly postdates the rise of zaum, it is certain to reflect knowledge
and discussions at the end of 1912.

Matyushin's article consists almost entirely of alternating selec
tions from Tertium Organum and Du Cubisme in Russian translation.
He quotes the latter extensively, in the process manipulating it in in
teresting ways. Gleizcs and Metzinger do not mention the fourth di
mension, though they do refer to non-Euclidean scientists and to
Riemann's
theorems (1964:8;IHenderson trans.:371 ); but in the passage:
.
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"If the artist has conceded nothing to common standards, his work
inevitably will be unintelligible to those who cannot, with a single beat
of their wings, lift themselves to unknown planes" (:14), by translating
the French plan [plane] as izmerenie [dimension], in fact ending his whole
article with this word, Matyushin not only establ ishes a link to
Uspensky but adds a kind of emphasis and specificity of his own, " re
jecting Gleizes and Metzinger's subtlety in favor of an outright state
ment" (Henderson 1983:266). This corresponds to Matyushin's empha
sis in his opening paragraph:
In essence no one yet has presented such important words about the pro
cess of world perception and the evolution of the human soul. Whereas,
following the revelation of the universal human soul - blazing up with a
wonderful fire of divinely creative thought now here and now there - we
sense the advancing regal moment of the passage of our consciousness
into a new phase of d imension, o u t of three-dimensional into
four-dimensional. (Henderson :368)

In conjunction with quotations from Uspensky on higher intuition, on
the artist as clairvoyant, and on Hinton's visions of the fourth dimen
sion, the effect was to give Russian Cubism a greater mystical and irra
tional emphasis than was generally true of its French manifestation
(see Henderson:266-68 and Douglas 1974b for other details).
With the exception of this shift in emphasis, the.major points in Du
Cubisme were conveyed accurately by Matyushin's excerpts. These in
cl ude the idea that reality goes beyond academic visual conventions;
that imitation of nature is not an adequate goal for art (Gleizes and
Metzinger call it " the only error possible in a rt" (1964:3)); that art is
autonomous and its own raison d'etre; that the artist must avoid the
commonplace; that art nevertheless, while it may be initially difficult
for the average person to understand because of its newness, is not
meant to be unintelligible and this is "only a consequence, merely tem
porary, and by no means a necessity" (1964:14). The artist is to create
by his own activity a dynamic forum in which the spectator will also
then actively participate, and this is accomplished by maintaining a
certain degree of indefiniteness, indeterminacy: "The diversity of the
relations of line to line must be indefinite [indejiniejbeskonechno ]" (:9).
(Note that the Russian beskonechno literally means "endless" or " infi
nite" rather than " indefinite" or " undefined.") It would appear that
the artist should leave out certain determining features or leave gaps
so that the viewer might fill them in, providing resolutions to the ques
tion posed by the given image, as in a Gestalt.
If for Gleizes and Metzinger the sense of higher reality may be
created by moving around the object and presenting it in a synthetic
view (1964:15),
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The process for the Russian adherents of hyperspace philosophy was not
so direct. The development of the ability to visualize objects from all sides
at once was only the first step toward the desired "higher consciousness."
And this higher consciousness with its "fourth unit of psychic life" (higher
intuition) would have to be attained before man's perception could in
crease to include a fourth dimension of space. In contrast to the Cubists
with their matter-of-fact geometric approach, the Russian follower of
Ouspensky had to transform his own consciousness radically. (Henderson
1983:268)

Such theories have more obvious relevance for the painter than the
poet, yet their extension into the verbal sphere was a natural develop
ment at the time, given the close relationship, often in the same per
son, between work in visual a rt and in verbal art. And even if, as it
would tum out, Uspensky did not himself approve of zau m ("it is no
merit in an author to invent new words, or to use old words in new
meanings which have nothing in common with the accepted ones - to
create, in other words, a special terminology" [1921] (1970:xiii) ), Kulbin,
Matyushin, and other Union of Youth members certainly did approve
of it, thus creating a congenial atmosphere for its development as a
verbal parallel to similar developments in the Russian brand of Cub
ism.
While it would not be safe to claim that, with all these contributing
factors outlined above, zaum could not help but appear, nevertheless
they provide a firm basis for its development, and the precise mix of
such factors may explain why it made a strong appearance in Russia,
rather than somewhere else in Europe.
Notes

1Kruchonykh mentions Plato once (1913j:33), but without indicating any spe
cific works, and it is doubtful he actually read him (Markov 1968:398).
2for a detailed study of Bely's sound orchestration and use of colors in his
poetry and prose, see Steinberg (198 2). See Janecek (1974) for a study of sound
structure in Bely's novel Kotik Letaev. In the present contex t, one might note
that in Bely's novel Petersburg, which first appeared in serialized form in the
almanac Sirin in 191 3-14, the mad revolu tionary Du dkin is tormented by " the
meaningless word enfranshish" (Eng. trans. 1978:58), which later in the retro
grade form of Shishnarfne emerges from Dudkin' s voicebox to take on the
haunting identity of an alter-ego. "Shish" (fig [vulgar gesture]) was a favorite
word of Kruchonykh' s.
3While there is significant agreement on speech sound and meaning corre
spondences based on articulation, correspondences between speech sounds
or musical pitches and colors prq.duce radically different results. Recall that in
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"Voyelles" Rimbaud ha d : " A Black;

E

whi te;

I red;

U green; 0 blue" [1 871 ] .

This may have been a purely arbi trary connection on Rimba ud's part (Dav i d
Antin, quoted in Perloff 1 981:294). For musical pitches, o n e need only com
pare the opinions of Rimsky-Korsakov and Scriabin to uncover a similar lack
of agreement (Delson 1 971 :400-01 ).
Rene Ghll's (1862-1925)

Traite du verbe (1887) is another important work

on this subject in the Russian context. He makes reference to Helmholtz's work
(1 877; Eng. trans. 1948), but his main source for such associations is

G. H. von
Organes de la Parole ([1880] 1 885; Eng. trans. 1883) . In addition, Ghil
traces the meaningfulness of certain sounds back to Marin Mersenne' s Harmonie
Universelle (1636) and to Boiste (1765-1824). Ghil played a prominent rol� in

Meyer's Les

Russian Symbol ism, contributing regular articles and reviews on French po
etry to

The Balance [ Vesy] in the years 1904-09, and his book was certainly read

by all the Symbolists (see Donchin 1958 :53-58; Douglas 1984:158-59) . Since
Roman Jakobson (1921 :47) quotes from Ma llarme's preface to Ghil's book, it
may have come under discussion in Futurist circles as well. For a very inter
esting look at Ghil's theories and their infl uence on Cubism and Futurism, see
Robbins (1981 ).
'The Gornfeld article first appeared in 1 899, bu t was republished in 1 906 (where
it was dated 1 900), 1 922, and 1 927 in unchanged form. Since the 1 927 edition is
the most accessible, references in the text will

5Tri glavy iz is toricheskoy poetiki was
Ministerstva Narodnogo Prosveshcheniya

be made to that edition.

origina l l y p ubl ished

in

the

Zhurnal

in 1 898 and simultaneously as a sepa

rate brochure. It was subsequently included in Volume I of Veselovsky's post
humously publ ished collected works in 1913. Finally, an edition of Veselovsky's
writings under the title

lstoricheskaya poetika, edited by V. Zhirmunsky, was

released in 1 940 and incl uded this work. For the sake of convenience, the 1940
edi tion wil l serve as reference.
6Veselovsky refers later (1 940:250-52, 629) to works by Ludwig Jacobowski
(1 891} and Charles Letourneau (1894), among others, where similar theories
are presented. Letourneau's work was ava ilable in a Russian transla tion (1895),
which was referred to a lso by Bezpyatov (see below). Mention can be made of
a Russian school textbook, Kolosov's

Theory of Poetry (1 878 :24-25) which also

presents similar views on sound and meaning in folk poetry.

7V6lkerpsychologie, Vo l . I (Die Sprache, 1 900) Ch. 3,

IV: 1, conta ins the passage

referred to above by Shklovsky, but the first German word in the Shklovsky
paraphrase is misspelled. It is ei ther bummeln (to stroll, bum around) or wimmeln
(to swarm). Shklovsky' s

timmeln must have been based on a similar passage in
tummeln, torkeln,

F. F. Zelinsky's article on Wundt's theories. Zel insky has

wimmeln (:1 81), but the first word is not found in Wundt. The fact that it is an
actual German word (to put in motion) may have caused Zelinsky not to no-
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tice the mistake. Shklovsky's garbling of Zelinsky's mistake and his borrow
ing of the latter's Russian examples (karakuli, tilisnut} suggest that Shklovsky' s
source on Wundt is the Zelinsky article and that he did not consult Wundt's
work directly.
SShklovsky does not mention Darwin or Spencer in connection with zaum, but
their works were known and much discussed in Russia at the turn of the cen
tury. On Darwin's influence in Russia, see Vucinich 1 970:104-08, 1989, and
Douglas 1984:153-54. For Darwin's theories on the origin of language, see The
Descent Of Man (1874:esp. 101-05); for Spencer: 1900:318 ff. Darwin disputes
the theories of F. Max MUller, whose writings were also known and discussed
in Russia (Baudouin 1904:544; Potebnya 1905:418-25; Bely 1 910a:573, 621; MUller
esp. 1884 II:366 ff., 1887:189 ff.). The main works by Darwin, Spencer, and MUller
were available in Russian translations soon after their original publication.
90zarovsky began to lecture and publish on this theory in 1 903-04 (1 914:114)
and in Dec. 1912 began e diting a section of the Petersburg journal Teatr i iskusstvo
titled "Golos i rech"' [Voice and Speech] which focused on these issues. Con
tributions by V. V. Chekhov and E. M. Bezpyatov (a series of articles on "voice
gestures"), and by M ishchenko, S. V. Volkonsky, and related books by
Volkonsky (1913b) and L. Shcherba (1912) added arguments and evidence to
the discussion.
10ln his essay "The poetry of exorcisms and curses" [1906], Blok quotes similar
lines as an example of "secret words and strange magic songs consisting of
incomprehensible words" used to ward off rusalkas:
Ai, ai, shikharda kavda!
Shivda, vnoza, mitta, minogam.
Kalandi, indi, yakutashma bitash,
Okutomi mi nuffan, zidima . . (Blok 1 962 V:59)
.

11Prior to its publication as a separate book, Konovalov's work was serialized
in Bogoslavsky Vestnik in 1907-08, which Markov claims is Kruchonykh' s source
(Markov 1968:202, 398).
12"fhe English translation (1920/1 922; reprinted in 1970) was made from the
second Russian edition of 1 916, which contains two chapters added since the
first edition (Chapters XI and XV) . Much of the remainder is identical to the
first Russian edition (1911), but there are a number of other additions, omis
sions, and changes. In o ur discussion I will be working directly from the 1911
Russian edition so as to avoid any anachronisms, but since it is generally un
available, while the English translation is readily available, references will be
made to and translations drawn from the latter whenever possible. Any dif
ferences between the two will be duly noted. In his " Author's Preface" to the
English translation, Uspensky states: " after a very attentive review of the book
•
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I could find only one word to correct" (:xv). We may therefore consider it to be
authorized for those passages that correspond to the original 191 1 edition as
well. Citations in the text will be first to the English translation (when used)
and then to the 1911 Russian edition, thus (:199/170) is: 1970 (Eng. trans.) p.
199/ 191 1 edition p. 1 70. It should be mentioned that the 1931 B�rlin Russian
edition is identical not to the 1916, but to the 1 911 edition, having obviously
been printed from the original plates.
A Russian National Library copy of the 1911 edition is missing the pages
after 254 and may have been the source for the microfilm used by Henderson,
thus causing her to say that the fold-out chart was not part of that edition
(:248). However, such a chart was included between pages 260 and 261, though
it differs from the later edition and English translation.

:13-fhe Russian edition of The Fourth Dimension came out in 1909, bearing a date
of 1910. It was later incorporated into A New Model of the Universe (1931 /1971)
in revised and abbreviated form as that book's Chapter II. Once again, I have
worked from the original Russian edition, which was unavailable to Henderson
(1983:245).
14Sce Bowlt (1976b) for an excellent history of Union of Youth activities; also
Dyakonitsyn (1966 Ch. 7).
15Kandinsky apparently first used the term in print in 1911 in his article "Con
tent and Form" (BowltjLong 1980:115). For a translation of this text see Bowlt
1976a:19-23. A fully developed presentation of Kandinsky's theories is con
tained in "On the Spiritual in Art (Painting)," which was read (or summa
rized) in Kandinsky's absence by Kulbin in Petersburg, December 29 and 31,
1911, and then published in 1914. On Kandinsky and the fourth dimension,
see Henderson (1983:240-41).
16

A complete English translation of this text can be found in Hen.derson
{1983:368-75). Later in 1913 a complete translation of Du Cubisme would ap
pear in two separate versions, one in July by the poet Maximili�n Voloshin in
Moscow and in November the full version by E. N izen, Matyushin's
sister-in-law, in Petersburg under his "Zhuravl'" imprint.

